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The crowd of children clustered around the porches of the cheerful
ski lodge was quiet as all eyes centered on several spots of flame at
the top of the hill. All was still through the night as the torches were
carried by a small band of skiers, moving silently downhill. The torch-
light signified the opening of the first Winter Carnival in Derry at the
newly constructed Alexander-Carr ski area. It also signified the ful-
fillment of the dying wishes of a pair of Derry doctors, Harrison Alex-
ander and William G. Carr.
Dr. Harrison Alexander lived in Derry during the early part of this
century. He was a country doctor in the old-time tradition of country
doctors — when they still answered any call, day or night. Dr. Alexan-
der lived with his wife on Kendall Pond Road. Childless himself, the
doctor realized the need of children in Derry for a playground of their
own. When he died in 1921, Dr. Alexander left a trust fund which pro-
vides an annual income of about $6,000. He also left his farm land for
future use as a playground. Recently, part of this land was set aside for
the modern Alexander Eastman Hospital.
Dr. William G. Ckrr is still remembered in Derry as a hard-work-
ing citizen. Having passed away in 1959, Dr. Carr is recalled for his
devoted work as a chiropractor and for his sincere interest in people.
Dr. Carr and his wife, Lida, lived on East Broadway, where Theodore
Hattin and his family now reside. The doctor and his wife had no chil-
dren. They were interested in leaving the growing population of young
children in Derry a play area. Therefore, Dr. Carr provided in his will
about $50,000 for a hospital and about $150,000 for a recreation area.
The Recreation Department, headed by Gerald Cox, has used these
endowments wisely and usefully. Among the many recreational facili-
ties now available to the Derry population are a ski tow, toboggan run,
picnic areas, and hiking trails. The newest addition, which has been
illustrated on the front cover of this Town Report by Ruth Pillsbury, is
the ski lodge. Sheltering a crackling fire, a snack bar, and featuring
full-length glass windows which look onto the slope for those who don't
ski but like to watch, the ski lodge is truly a credit to the foresight of its
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Selectmen's Foreword And Report
The Selectmen are very pleased with the closings of the books for the
year ending 1967. The budget Surplus was $40,437.87, and a Revenue
Surplus of $42,435,46.
T.R.A. "A" Funds were used to reconstruct drainage on Schurraan
Drive and saved money for the Town, however, there were not sufficient
funds for finishing the Windham Depot Road project; but we anticipate
the completion of this project in 1968.
The Bond issue voted in the amount of$360,000.00 has been issued and
these projects ($160,000.00 for new Water Sources and $200,000.00 for
rebuilding Crystal Avenue) are ejqjected to be completed in 1968.
The addition to the Town Sheds was completed in 1967 and the Recrea-
tion Offices were rebuilt in the Adams Memorial Building.
Looking forward to 1968 there will be several articles in the Warrant
to be considiered:
1. Extension of Beaver Brook Sewer Interceptor 1,260 Ft. to Hood-
kroft Road, providing access for the Hood School to connect to the Town
sewerage. Project estimated at $35,000.00.
.
2. Article calling for an expenditure to $75,000.00 for Chlorination
facilities at the Sewer Lagoons. State and Federal Aid will be available
for the Chlorination facilities.
3. Article asking to use $70,000.00 of Surplus to lower the tax levy
of 1968. This Article will designate how the $70,000.00 should be used:
$30,000.00 New Highway Equipment - $21,000.00 New Land at Dump
area - $9,000.00 Repairs to various Town buildings - $2,200.00 New
Equipment for Offices - leaving a balance of $7,800.00 to lower the tax
levy in other areas.
4. Article asking permission to place $15,000.00 of Sewer Funds in
the hands of the Trustee of Trust Funds for Capital equipment, replace-
ment and repairs of existing sewer system.
The Selectmen have worked unsuccessfully to get Federal Funds for
extending the Sewer to Derry Village. At the present time applications
have been filed again and it is hoped that this time the Selectmen may
be successful, as they have complied with everything the Housing of
Urban Development has requested to date.
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TOWN COUNSEL George H. GrimieU
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MODERATOR Joseph v. Stancik
BUDGET COMMITTEE
1965-1968 1966-1969 1967-1970
Grant G Benson, Jr. Margaret DiMarzio Rolfe G. Bannister
tZT^ f• ^ ' ^^- ^°'^ J- Sydney BarlowRichard LOW Barbara Jacobson wiUiam Howard
Elame Rendo Robert j. McComieU Joseph V. Stancik
(7)
FOREST HILL CEMETERY Bertrand Peabody 1968
Alfred T. Hepworth 1969
Roland M. Willey 1970
BUILDING INSPECTOR Arthur F. Hobsch
PLANNING BOARD Wallace L. Kimball, 6/1/69
Edward Bureau, Legal Advisor
Harold'E. DiPietro 1969
Winston H. McCarty 6/1/72
Wilbur H. Palmer 6/1/68
John C. Schurman 6/11/68
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Ruth Wheeler 1971
TOWN UBRARY Ruth Bartlett 1971
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Clive C. Small 1/1/70
WATER DEPARTMENT SUPERINTENDENT. . . . Harold H. Bean




Robert J. Stratton 6/1/71
(8)
TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Derry qualified to
vote in town affairs
:
You are hereby instructed to meet at Veterans Memoriaf
Building in said Town on the second Tuesday of March next,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following sub-
jects :
By vote of the Selectmen, the polls foY this meeting will
remain open from ten o'clock in the forenoon Until eight o'clock
in the afternoon, and as much longer thereafter as the Town,
at the opening of the meeting, may vote.
1. To elect a Selectman for three years, Town Clerk,
Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Library Trustees, Trustees of the
Trust Funds, Cemetery Trustees, and other necessary Town of-
ficials for the year ensuing.
2. To vote to raise and appropriate such sums of money
as may be necessary for the maintenance of the poor, for laying
out and repairing highways, including Town Road Aid Plan
apportionment A and Town Road Aid Plan apportionment B,
for building and repairing bridges, for suppression of moths, for
police department, for the Derry District Court, for hydrant
service and electric lights, for salaries of Town officials, for the
Board of Health, for the expense of the Town Hall, for support
of the libraries, for State and County taxes, for the observances
of Memorial Day, for aid to the Derry Visiting Nurse Associa-
tion, for playground purposes and for band concerts, for coop-
erating with the State and Federal governments in the control
of insect pests and w'hite pine blister, and for all necessary
charges arising in said Town, and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell at public auction and convey any real estate acquired
through deeds from the Collector of Taxes or as reimburse-
ment for assistance furnished to citizens, providing that in the
case of tax deeded real estate the previous owner, or his or
her heirs, if known, or its successors or assigns in the case of a
corporation, shall have first opportunity to purchase the same,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
(9)
4. To see if the Town will vote to atuhorize the Select-
men to incur debts for temporary loans in anticipation of taxes
of the municipal year in which such debts are incurred and made
payable therefrom, by such vote, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to withdraw the sum of $4,000.00 from the sewer capita Ireserve
fund, established under Article 10 of the 1966 Town Warrant,
and to expend said sum for the purpose of paying for labor
cost and derooting sewer lines, and pass any vote relating there-
to.
6. To see if the Town wlil vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $35,000.00 for the purpose of extending the Beaver
Brook Sewer Interceptor from a point near East Broadway about
opposite Hood School Road about 1260 feet Easterly to a point
about opposite the highway leading from the Hood Farm barns
to East Broadway, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $75,000.00 for the purpose of installation of chlorina-
tion facilities at the Town sewer lagoons, and pass any vote
relating thereto. (The Selectmen anticipate that they will re-
ceive 80 per-cent reimbursement for said expenditure from State
and Federal Governments, which will be shown as income for
the year, thus reducing the amount that would be raised by
taxation to approximately $15,000.00)
8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to negotiate for Town membership in the Southern New
Hampshire Planning Commission and raise and appropriate
therefor the sum of $2,000.00 for the membership fee, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
9. To see if the Town will vote to transfer a sum not
to exceed $14,000.00 from the Parking Lot Fund held by the
Trustees of Trust Funds and expend the same for the purposes
of purchasing or leasing land for parking lots and developing
and paving parking lots adjoining Manning Street and accesse.";
to said parking lots over Manning Street and from First Na-
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $16,000.00 for the purchase of land on Kendall Pond
Road near Interstate Highway 93 from the Webster heirs, and




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000.00 for the purpose of paying 50 percent of
the construction cost of a new roadway extending Easterly from
Hood School, which road will provide better access to said
school from East Broadway, the other one-half of said roadway
to be paid for by Gilbert H. Hood, Jr., owner of land abutting
said proposed road on the Southerlv side thereof, and pass any
vote relating thereto.
12. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum of
$15,000.00 from the Sewer Account to the Sewer Capital Re-
serve Fund for the purpose of repairs and maintenance of the
existing Town sewer system, and pass any vote relating thereto,
tional Bank property, and pass 'anv vote relating thereto.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,125.00 for the purpose of paying the same to
the Salem Mental Health Clinic, which serves the Derry area,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$349.35 for the Rockingham County Community Action Pro-
gram, and pass any vote relating thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from me-
ter receipts the sum of $860.00 to be expended for repairs and
maintenance of parking meters and to transfer any balance of
parking meter receipts to the Trustees of Trust Funds to be
added to the Parking Lot Fund, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Se-
lectmen to arrange for an audit of the Town books by the mu-
nicipal accounting division of the State Tax Commission, and
pass ay vote relating thereto.
17. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions
of Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 80, Section 52-a, pro-
viding for the pre-payment of taxes, and authorize the Collector
of Taxes to accept payments in pre-payment of taxes, and to
further allow the Collector of Taxes to discount taxes accord-
ing to the following schedule or such other schedule as the
meeting may determine, fix the rate of such discount, and pass
any vote relating thereto. The Selectmen recommend the fol-
lowing schedule and discount: 2% discount on installments o?
not less than $100.00 prior to July 1, 1968, U/o^ discount on
(11)
installment payments of $10.00 or more until tax rate is determ-
ined and announced by Selectmen, and a 1 % discount from tihe
time that the tax bills are issued until 30 days after date of in-
voice.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Se-
lectmen to transfer the sum of $62,000.00 from the Sewer Ac-
count to the Genera] Fund, to be used with a State grant of
$16,936.00 to pay the expense of principal, interest and mainten-
ance of sewers, and pass any vote relating thereto.
19. To see what action the Town wishes to take on the
question of whether the zoning amendments as proposed by
the Planning Board shall be adopted by the Town. (To be
voted on by ballot during polling hours.)
20. To see if the Town will vote to purchase land ad-
joining the municipal dump on the Kendall Pond Road from
James J. Gallien for enlarging the municipal dump, and to
raise and appropriate therefor the sum of $5,000.00, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to exercise the powers presently vested in the Recreation
Commission, and pass any vote relating thereto. (To be voted
on by ballot during polling hours.)
22. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select-
men to appoint an expert Highway Agent, who, under the di-
rection of the Selectmen, shall have the same power and per-
form the same duties as a Highway Agent (commonly called
Road Agent) elected by the Town and discontinue the present
practice of electing the Highway Agent (Road Agent), and
pass any vote relating thereto.
23. To see if the Town will vote to require the Road
Agent, in addition to his other duties, to assume the responsibi-
lity for the care of public dumps, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLES BY PETITION
24. To see if the Town will vote to n&ise and appropriate
|he sum of five hundred dollars ($500.) for the purpose of
planning the 250th Anniversary of our town and the Nutfield
Area, which will be celebrated in 1969. Also that the Board of
(12)
Selectmen appoint a committee of nine (9) members to plan and
carry out the celebration.
25. To see if the Town will vote to extend the Town sew-
erage system, with the necessary manholes, from Hillside Ave-
nue, in a Westerly direction up Everett Street, also known as
Everett Street Extension, to a point where said Everett Street
comes to a dead end, a distance of approximately seven hun-
dred (700') feet, and to appropriate the sum of Seven Thou-
sand ($7,000) Dollars to cover the cost thereof.
26. To see if the town will establish a town Conserva-
tion Commission as set forth in R.S.A. 36-a, and that the Se-
lectmen appoint said Commission within sixty days from the
date of the annual meeting and that a temporary chairman
be appointed to call the first meeting of the Commission.
27. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select-
men to continue their efforts, with the State of New Hampshire
Department of Public Works and, Hig'hways, towards the relo-
cation of Route #102 for the purpose of re-routing through
traffic away from the congested part of Town.
28. To see if the Town will vote to accept Escumbuit
Road for a distance of approximately 2100 lineal feet and ap-
propriate the estimated sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000)
for surfacing of same.
29. To see if the town will vote to accept a gift of 2.91
Acres of land on the Southerly side of Tsienneto Road situated
Easterly of the John ST Cyr property, said land being lots 4,
5, 6, and 7 on Plan of Land in Derry, N.H. known as Barkland
Acres as drawn by Edward H. Herbert, Surveyor and more par-
ticularly bounded and described on said plan. Said parcel of
land to be accepted by the town for use for Recreation and
Playground purposes. And further to pass any vote relating here
to.
30. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum
not to exceed nine hundred and fifty dollars ($950) to cover
the cost of municipal expenses such as Police Protection, High-
way Department expenses and school rentals and services for
the Derry Labor Day Festival Committee, Inc., a non-profit
organization, whereas this is a community project to promote
goodwill, economy and stabilization for the future of our com-
munity. (This article appears to contain an illegal appropria-
(13)
tion as the Town has no authority to spend money for this pur-
pose.)
31. Question: Are you in favor of a city charter for the
Town of Derry? (Question appears on ballot as requested by
petitioners.
)
32. We, the undersigned, being taxpayers and residents
in the town of Derr}', request that an article be inserted in the
TOWN WARRANT relative to the improvement of Veterans
Field. The suggested improvements will include lighting, blea-
chers, and dugouts, and will be specifically designed to make
Veterans Field a multi-purpose field. Such improvements would
allow for expanded activities in the areas of Adult Recreation
Slo-pitch Softball, ice skating, flag football, spring junior base-
ball, and women's softball. (This request for the proposed ar-
ticle in the Warrant had an attached estimate of expense of
$15,000.00. The Selectmen have been advised that this request
is not in proper form and does not contain any proposed article
as required by statute.)
33. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow a sum not to exceed $375,000.00 under the terms of
Chapter 33 of the Revised Statutes Annotated entitled "Munici-
pal Finance Act," and any amendments thereto, and to execute
serial notes in the name of the Town in payment therefor, paya-
ble in equal installments over a period of ten years, and further
authorize the Selectmen to negotiate the interest payments there-
on and do any other act necessary to accomplish the purpose
thereof, including entering into agreements and contracts with
the applicable agencies of the United States Government and
the State of New Hampshire for construction grants or reim-
bursement of local funds, the proceeds from said loan, together
with Federal and State assistance, to be used for the acquisition
of land, easements, rights of way, and for the construction, en-
largement and extension of the present sewer system to serve the
Derry Village section of the Town, no such monies to be used un-
less State and Federal Aid is available, and pass any vote relat^
ing thereto. (This article proposed by the Board of Selectmen.)
34. (To be voted on by ballot.) Resolved that the Housing
Authority as created by Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter
203, Section 4, should function in the Town of Derry, and there
i§ a need for such authority in this community. (This article pro-
posed by the Board of Selectmen.)
(14)
35. To hear the reports of agents, auditors and commit-
tees heretofore chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
36. To appoint any necessary committee on any article
embraced in this warrant.
37. To transact any other business that may lawfully come
before this meeting.
Given umier our hands and the seal of the Tovm of




Selectman of the Town of Derry



















1-1 Selectmen $ 3,000,00
1-2 Treasurer 500.00
1-3 Town Council 500.00
1-4 Trustee of Trust Fund 325.00
1-5 Auditors 150.00
1-6 Tax Assessor, Bldg. Inspec.
Health Inspector 6,500.00
1-7 Town Clerk 700.00
1-8 Town Clerk, Auto Fees 3,700.00
1-9 Tax Collector 5,800.00
1-10 Retirement 480.42































Emile Bienvenue - Selectman $ 1,000.00
William Boyce - Selectman 1,000.00
Harold DiPietro - Selectman 1,000.00
Frederick Manning - Treasurer 500.00
George Grinnell - Town Counsel 500.00
George Saville - Trustee of Trust Fund 325.00
Paul Gibbons - Auditor 50.00
Frank DiMarzio - Auditor 50.00
Raymon Webster - Auditor 50,00
Arthur Hobsch - Assessor 4,710.00
David Buffum - Assessor 1,300.00
State Tax Commission 1,445.71
Cecile Hoisington - Town Clerk 4,617.50
Dorothy Buffum - Tax Collector 5,734.06



















E dson E astman 42. 26
Employee Retirement System 532.02
First National Bank 20.00
Fisher Printing 8.50
Goodman Book Store 9.00





3 "M" Business Products 195.51
Marks Printing Co. 23.38
A.E. Martel Co. 380.06
Memorial Fund 10.00
MuUin Kille Co. 300.00
N.C.R. 273.58





N.H. Municipal Association 365.42
N.H. State Treasurer 604.23
































EXPENDITURES - POST AUDIT










































10-1 Chiefs Salary $ 6,500.00
10-2 Regular Officer's Salaries ,42,964.00
10-3 Vacations 2,072.00
10-4 Lieutenant's Salary 5,850.00




10-9 Officer's Professional Sup. 300.00
10-10 Officer's Equip. Repairs 75.00
10-11 Officer's Training School 150.00
10-15 Cruiser, Gas and Oil 2,500 .00
10-16 Cruiser, Maint. & Repair 1,000.00
10-17 New Equip., Repair 150.00
10-20 Retirement 3,533.16
10-21 Extra Duty 1,500.00
10-22 Prisoner Expense 25.00
10-23 New Cruiser 3,400.00




































































Treasurer, State of N.H.
John Barry, Warden (For Payroll)



























































$ 494.80 $ 499.53 $ 520.00
VITAL STATISTICS
Stanley Marin














Frank St. John 72.00




















Treasurer, State of N.H. 1,137.43









ITEM 1967 ACTUAL RECOM.
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET
29- HIGHWAY GENERAL
29-1 Supplies $ 3,000.00 $ 2,439.45 $ 3,000.00
29-2 Telephone 250.00 243.89 275.00
29-3 Electricity 100.00 161.99 200.00
29-6 Building Maintenance 200.00 192.04 250.00
29-7 Heat and Oil 1,200.00 1,548.14 2,500.00
29-11 Tires 2,000.00 1,110.23 2,000.00
29-12 Gasoline 4,600.00 5,641.09 5,200.00
29-13 Oil and Grease 1,000.00 1,098.84 1,200.00
29-14 Paint and Signs 100.00 94.00 100.00
29-16 Blades, Cutting Edges 700.00 1,288.57 1,500.00
29-20 International 10 Truck- 1959 500.00 56.34 200.00
29-21 Gallion Grader - 1964 500.00 716.07 500.00
29-22 International Sidewalk- 1963 100.00 90.13 100.00
29-23 Bombardier - 1965 50.00 24.29 100.00
29-24 International iBulldozer 1963 300.00 299.22 .00
29-25 Dodge Pick-up 1964 100.00 129.81 100.00
29-26 International 9 Truck 1959 500.00 288.30 200.00
29-27 Hough Payloader 1960 1,000.00 287.87 1,000.00
.
29-28 Baughman Spreaders (3)
1963, 1964, 1966 50.00 693.39 700.00
29-29 G.M.C. Dump Truck 1962 500.00 493,10 500.00
29-30 Plow Repairs 100.00 20.79 500.00
29-31 Mack - 1965 100.00 367.24 300.00
29-32 Ford Truck 200.00 173.66 500.00
29-33 Saws 100.00 4.00 50.00
29-34 Snow Blower 1952 50.00 48.05 500.00
29-35 Low Bed Trailer .00 5.30 .00
29-37 international (1966) 25.00 171,53 500.00
29-39 Sweeper 1945 250.00 35.00 .00
29-40 Trojan Loader .00 50.57 300.00
TOTALS $ 17,575.00 $ 17,772.90 $ 22,275.00
HIGHWAY GENERAL EXPENDITURES










John A. Connare 910.38
Curtis Industrial 22.88
Dave's Flying "A" 3.00
Del Chemical 18.90
Delta Wire & Steel Co. 1,360.06
Demers Plate^ Glass 16.77
Derry Auto Parts 679.45
Dick's Service Station 188.41
Harold DiPietro 41.97
Dunbar Equipment 4.50




Gingras Truck Center 23.55
Genest Ford 36.88
International Harvester 94.63
R, C. Hazelton 1,871.81
Huckins Garage 13.75
Jenney Mfg. Co. 5,377.17
Francis Joyce 15.00
Kenney Spring & Steel Broom Co. 140.00
Lee's Welding 364.39
Lumbertown 91.52
Lyons Iron Works 20.79
Mack Trucks 88.02
W,. G, Manning 40,13




N.H, Fence Co. 27.25
N.H. Welding Co. 252.51
N.E. Tel & Tel. Co. 243.89









ITEM 1967 ACTUAL RECOM.
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET
31 LIBRARIES
31-1 MacGregor Library $ 10,080.00 $ 10,080.00 $ 10,935.00
31-2 Taylor Library 2,400.00 2,400.00 3,000.00
TOTALS $ 12,480.00 $ 12,480.00 $ 13,935.00
LIBRARIES EXPENDITURES












35-1 Insurance - General $
1967 ACTUAL RECOM.
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET
36-32 Supplies, Equip., Maint. 50.00 31.69 50.00
36-33 Labor Maintenance 550.00 397.45 400.00
36-34 Contracted Services 100.00 35.00 50.00
36-40 Trophies & Emblems 350,00 246.89 500.00
36-41 Athletic Equipment & Sup. 190.00 348.50 824.00
36-42 Craft Materials & Sup. 250.00 219.07 200.00
36-43 Extra Help 100.00 62.;81 300.00
36-44 Rentals 25.00 .00 25.00
36-45 Shows - Special Events 1,000.00 509.96 750.00
36-46 Senior Citizens 1,000,00 1,014.35 1,000.00
36-47 Contracted Services 30.OO 165.00 300.00
36-48 Program Service 70.00 121.00 215.00
36-49 Labor Maintenance 300,00 192.85 300.00
36-49A New Program Area Devel. qO .00
36-50 Veterans Field, Lab. Maint. o5o!oO 865.31 650.00
36-51 Equipment, Supplies, Maint. 200.00 149.51 150.00
36-52 Improvements 50.00 .00 50.00
36-53 Contracted Services 100.00 84.00 50.00
36-60 Gas, Oil- Vehicles 325.00 155.35 300.00
36-61 Labor Maintenance 100.00 223.94 400.00
36-62 Parts Maintenance 25.00 235.60 250.00
36-63 Improvements 50.00 67.00
TOTALS $ 19,190.75 $ 19,207.99 $ 22,813.25.
RECREATION DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURES




American Red Cross 27.50
Art Novelty Co. 49.11
Aubuchon Co. 133.44
Army Navy Store 16.90
Belanger Woodworking 10.00
Bruce Benoit 61.60











Carbolinium Wood Preserve Co, 4.75
Lester Chase Post 198.97






Derry Auto Parts 105.69
Derry Landscaping 109.00
Derry News 8,80
Derry Paving & Construction 49.00
Derry School District 62,81
Herman DeYoung 65.80
East Derry Store 6.78
Eaton Electric 6.70
Employee Retirement System 302.35
Evans Gulf 276.97
Evergreen Farms 324.00







Richard D. Gallien 12.25




Great Northern Sports 3,75
Greg Hartman 30.80
Edward Hatch 47,05









Hudson Bus Lines 999.35
Barbara Jacobson 5,00
Jenney Mfg. Co. 12.93
Michael Kezer 41.30
James Keith 18.20
James Kezer III 65.80
Wayne Knope 53.20
Diane LaPlante 357.00





Manchester Sand & Gravel 28,03
Martins Store 6,16
Bob Marks 18.80
Merrimack Farmers Exchange 59.53
Merry Marine & Ski Shop 2.43
Craig Moynihan 103.60
National Recreation & Parks Assn. 44.30
Nelson's News Store 37.62
N.E. Tel& TeL 258.40
New Hampshire Fence 42.00






















ITEM 1967 ACTUAL RECOM.
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET
51 NEW EQUIPMENT
51-1 4 in 1 Loader $ 27,000.00 $ 22,726.24 $ 21,000.00
51-2 Plow - Truck .00 750.00 9,000.00
TOTALS $ 27,000.00 $ 23,476.24 $ 30,000.00
NEW EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES
Sanellndustrial $ 23,476.24
60 VARIOUS MULTI PURPOSE BONDS
60-1 Principal $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00
TOTAL $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00
82 SEWER BOTroS
82-1 Principal $ 55,000.00 $ 55,000.00 $ 55,000.00
TOTAL $ 55,000.00 $ 55,000.00 $ 55,000.00
0^/ERLAY 85
85-1 Overlay $ 55,294.14 $ 18,346.10







701 interest & Dividends Tax $ 10,920.97 $ 10,920.97 $ 10,000.00
702 Railroad Tax 19.50 19.57 15.00
703 Savings Bank Tax 4,069.74 4,069.74 4,000.00
704 Rooms & Meals Tax 5,000.00
705 Reimbursement State &
Federal Forest 450.00 450.00
Forest Fires 300.00 417.90 500.00
Reimbursements Old Age Assist 300.00 2,367.89 300,00
Sewer Grant - State 14,672.00 14,672.00 16,936.00
State Federal Participation
(Chlorination) 60,000.00
Bicycles 150.00 124.95 125.00
Dog Licenses 2,000.00 2,568,57 2,500.00
Business Licenses, Permits, etc. 4,500.00 3,581.14 3,000.00
Fines-Forfeits & Munic. Court 5,500.00 6,000.00 5,500.00
Rent of Town Hall & Other Eld. 550.00 710.00 550.00
Interest Received on Taxes,
Costs & Fees 3,000.00 6,538.27 5,000.00
Highway- Rental of Equip, 1.000.00 22.00
Police Department 50.00 192.65 100,00
Public Welfare - Relief 5,739.49
730A Derry Water Works 10,000.00 10,000.00
730 Derry Water Works Budget 69,563.00 69,563.00 86,627.00
Dog Officers Reimbursements 47.00
Sewer Department-Town 66,198,76 66,198.76 62,000.00
Sewer Dept. Capitol Res. 4,000.00 3,765.00 4,000.00
Motor Vehicles Permits 80,000.00 95,201.02 90,000.00
Parking Me ;er CoUections 7,000.00 6,639.83 6,500.00
Parking Withdrawal-Cap. Res. 6,000.00 1,425.00 14,000.00
Sale of Town Property 5,193.48
Parking Meter Fines 574.60
Insurance Recoveries 2,056.00 2,705.64 3,300.00
Town Office Reimbursement 1,170.91 800.00
Bond Issue 360,000.00 360,000.00
Temporary Loans
interest Income 11,200.00 13,064.22 11,200.00
Certificate of Deposit
Civil Defense Reimbursement 400.00 84.83 400.00
Perpetual Care 5,325.00
Surplus Cash 38,000.00 38,000.00 70,000.00
Poll Taxes 7,076.00 7,390.00 7,000.00
Bank Stock 600.00 689.00 600.00





































To Surplus - $42,435.46




100 Cash held by Treasurer
101 Cash held by Tax Collector
102 Cash held by Selectmen
103 Cash held by Recreation Department
105 1967 Bond Issue Receivable
110 Capital Reserve - Parking Lots
115 Capital Reserve - Extension of Mains
120 Capital Reserve - Derry Sewer Fund
131 T.R.A. Apportionment "A"
132 T.R.A. Apportionment "B"
141 Uncollected Poll Taxes
155 Uncollected Real Estate Tax 1965
156 Unredeemed Taxes - 1965
157 Uncollected Taxes - 1966
158 Uncollected Taxes - 1967
159 Unredeemed Real Estate Taxes - 1966
170 State Head Tax Uncollected
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
200a Accounts Payable - Crystal Ave.
200B Accounts Payable - Water Sources
215 Head Taxes Due State
220 Taxes due School
231 T.R.A. Apportionment "A"
232 T.R.A. Apportionment "B"
240 Capital Reserve - Parking Lots
241 Capital Reserve - Extension of Mains




Note - Long Term









































Clarence L= Bartlett Clerk of Board
Harold H. Bean Superintendent
Eunice M, Campbell Treasurer
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
Statistics
Num>?er of services January 1, 1957 1,531
Number of services added during the year 37
Meters tested and repaired 142
Total number of hydrants 125
Total number of gallons of water pumped 145,685,500
Average number of gallons pumped per day 399,133
Least amount pumped in one day-
Octooer 11, 1967 167,900
Largest amount pumped in one day -
October 12, 1967 567,500
Extensions of Mains
Hood Extensions:
945 feet of 8 inch transite pipe
110 feet of 6 inch transite pipe
730 feet of 8 inch transite pipe
Richards Extension:
315 feet of 6 inch transite pipe
RLojx Extension:
300 feet of 6 inch transite pipe
Hood Kroft Road





236 feet of 8 inch transite pipe Manchester Road
Replacement of Mains
355 feet of 6 inch transite pipe Marlboro Road
340 feet of 6 inch transite pipe
360 feet of 6 inch transite pipe
13 feet of 6 inch transite pipe
330 feet of 6 inch transite pipe











Water Supply Structures 26,701.06
Pumping Station Structures 6,003.66
Water Storage Structures 56,094.70
Other Structures 13,636.13








Cash on Hand $ 100.00
Cash in Bank 1,666.57
Capital Reserve Fund 85.92
Current Receivables 4,421.88
Materials & Supplies 13,491.79
$ 19,765.16
TOTAL ASSETS $ 605,078.25
Liabilities:
M'J.iicipal Investment $ 93,995.07
Contributions for Extensions 80,460.13
$ 174,455.20
Profit & Loss $ 255,613.62
Reserve for Depreciation 175,009.43
Total Liabilities $ 505,078.25
(55)
income: STATEMENT OF OPERATION
#54 Commercial Sales $ 58,236.15
55 Industrial Sales 9,774.35
56 Hydrant Rental 2,460.00
57 Municipal Sales (Schools) 1,146.74
59.1 Sewer Maintenance 3,976.43
59.2 Rent 390.00
60 Merchandise Sales & Job Work 2,554.57
68 Refund on Pumping Station Supplies 23.05
105 Rfjfund on State Gasoline Tax 85.89
$
34 Capital Reserve Withdrawal
35 Bank Balance - January 1, 1967
$
Expenditures:





28 Other Equipment 409.60
54 Refund - Water Bill 10.00
59.2 Refund - Trailer Rent 30.00
67 Exploration of Water 235.00
68 Pumping Station Expense 612.91
69 Purification Expense 1,543.39
71 Power Purchased 2,964.76
72 R'^pairs to Wells 19.51
73 Repairs to Station & Equipment 145.42
83 SmaU Tools & Repairs to Same 226.41
84 Rfapairs to Other Buildings 173.34
85 Repairs to Mains 307.03
87 Repairs to Services 348.12
88 Repairs to Hydrants 277.74
89 Repairs to Meters 1,132.34
91 Repairs to Other Equipment 1,004.75
95 Officers Salaries 650.00
97 omce Expense 880.25
99 Other General Expense 391.12
101 Insurance 636.77
103 Retirement & Social Security 2,439.81
105 Garage Expense 1,476.55
110 Payroll 29,001.10
$










Cash in Bank - January 1, 1967 $ 558.61
Cash Received 90,382.18
Cash in Bank - December 31, 1967 $ 1,666.57


















Deposited with Trustee of Trust
Funds (gift) 300.00
Miscellaneous 229.60 10,773.49




Tiie Derry Public Library has had another busy and successful
year, with circulation figures on the rise and a record-breaking number
of books being sent to us, on direct request, from the State Library.
The Derry Public Library is a part of the New Hampshire Library
Development Program, and all meetings of its Southeast Area Advisory
Council are now held in our Library, as are meetings of other groups.
National Library Week and Children's Book W'iek were both suitably
observed with new collections of books; displays of various types have
been shown during the year, including work done by the school chil-
dren. Kindergarten and elementary classes have visited the Library
during morning hours.
The Derry Public Library continues to add to its Reference section
and now has an excellent source of up-to-date materials. Our fine ser-
vice from the State Library enables us to offer to both students and
adults, supplementary materials, and is provided as an extra service to
the public.
W'>^ wish to thank all those who have so kindly donated books, flowers
and other gifts. Our sincere thanks to the Derry Garden Club for the
beautiful holiday arrangements, and to the Junior Garden Club for a
lovely planting of summer flowers. Our grateful appreciation goes to
the members of the V.F.W. Auxiliary for the handsome new flag pole
and flag. We would like to axpress our thanks to all our friends who
have helped to make tliis past year such a pleasant one. To those who
have worked with me during the year, my deep thanks for their effi-
ciency and cooperation.
We hope the people of Derry will use their Library and we shall con-
tinue to serve them in as efficient and satisfactory mimner as possible.
Our hours are: Mindays through Fridays 2:00 until 8:00.
Saturdays: 2:00 until 5:00
Respectfully submitted,
Annie Ashton
(Ms. Norman Ashton) Librarian
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DERRY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Volumes in Library January 1, 1967: 20,747
Volumes added: 420
Volumes discarded: 223





Books loaned to the public: 43,075
Books loaned to the schools: 186
TOTaL CIRCULATION FOR THE YEAR; 43,261
Direct requests made to State Library: 885
Books received from State Library, by request: 1,264
Books borrowed from Bookmobile: 3,126
New registrations during the year: 499
East Derry Library
statistics for the Taylor Library
Volumes reported January 1, 1967 10,501
Volumes added 157
Volumes discarded 197
Total Volumes January 1, 1968 10,455
Periodicals purchased 23
Newspapers and gifts 2
Circulation for 1957 7,907
TAYLOR LIBRARY
We are pleased to report that there has been another ten percent in-
crease in circulation this past year. This increase is in line with the
steady rise of recent years. In addition, a substantial "in library" use
of the facilities by students from all grades using our reference mater-
ial is apparent.
The cooperation of the teachers in notifying us of their programs in
time to procure supplementary material from state library and the
bookmobile has been excellent.
Many new reference books have been added to our collection this
(59)
year including an assortment"of geology and earth science books, from
elementary through the adult level, aNew Webster's new third unabridg-
ed dictionary, foreign language dictionaries, atlases and many others.
We have continued our program of discarding worn out and obsolete
books and replacing them with current material.
The state Bookmobile has visited us five times during the year. This
has enabled us to offer eight hundred and four more books to our pa-
trons.
We have also made sixty specific requests to the State Library in be-
half of our readers. This is a service we are happy to offer to supple-
ment our owa collection.
National Library Week in November and Children's Book Week in
April were observed with appropriate displays and new books.
The white picket fence in front of the library has been repaired and
painted this year.
We wish to thank the members of the Derry Garden Club for doing
such a beautiful job of landscaping the front of the building Avith a plant-
ing of perennial shrubs and flowers.
We also wish to express our sincere appreciation and extend our
thanks to all those v/ho have helped make this a successful year.
Respectfully submitted,
Ruth A. Varney, Librarian
TAYLOR LIBRARY






Town of Derry appropriation























State Treas. of New Hamp. FICA. 69,52
Trustees of Trust Funds 111.89
Error in Trust Funds
Total 3,551.56










Cash on hand Dec. 31, '67
1 ,000.00
In hands of Trustees
of Trust Funds 1,898.93 2,898.96
1 6,351.04
SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
Fire house & Land 32 W, Broadway 60,000.00
Land on Birch St. 500.00
Ford Combination 1966 17,000.00
American LaFrance 1964 21,500.00
F.W.D Truck 1960 14,500.00






































Paid to Treasurer of Trust Funds
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1967
1967





AID TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS
Estimated value of property
involved by fire







































East Derry Fire Dist.
SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
Fire House $ 4,600.00
Howe Pumper (1966) 18,300.00
Howe Pum,jer (1948) 5,300.00
Tank Track (1952) 700.00







During this past year the department attended the Gilford Fire School
and four others attended Fitzwilliam Fire School.
The whole department participated in a pump class sponsored by the
State Department of Education and conducted by Al Dick of the Derry
Fire Department.
Due to a rainy season the number of calls was kept to a minim'! m.
Total Number of calls
interest on Debt.
Land & Building
DERRY RECREATION AND PARKS COMMISSION
BO/VRD OF COMMISSIONERS
TERM EXPIRES
Franklin Allgeyer April 15, 1968
Mrs. Marilyn Ball April 15, 1968
Richard Werner April 15, 1969
Mrs. Joan LeMahieu April 15, 1970
Harold Moynihan April 15, 1970
Gerald H. Cox, Director
1967 ANNUAL REPORT
With the population of the town increasing by leaps and bounds each
year, the need for Recreation is felt not only among the children but
among the adults as well. This past year we have endeavored to in-
crease our program proportionately so that we have more to offer each
and every individual in the town. The demands for facilities and pro-
grams Increase each year with the population, so we have attempted
to provide activities for everyone regardless of age. The Recreation
and Parks Commission, which is now five years old, has done a re-
markable Job in bringing the programming to the tow.i which it has at
the present time. The five members of the commission work hard and
spend many hours in the planning and operation of the overall Recrea-
tion and Parks Departmijnt. W'i felt we had a successful year in 1967,
but we are planning for even bigger and better things in 1968. Our pro-
gram is dependent on volunteers in many areas and without them we
would be unable to operate such as we do. Their names are too numer-
ous to mention here, but I would like to thank in general, all of those
folks who have taken time out of their busy lives to hlep us regardless
of how large or small they may feel their contribution has been. Our
program content was enhanced this past year by adding Contract Bridge
instructions as well as Duplicate Bridge competition. Also, new to the
program was mother and tot swim instructions, which is designed for
one mother to teach one child of pre- school age how to swim. Here
again we must express our thanks to various families in town that
allowed us to use their private swimming pools for these lessons. The
adult swim program also Increased considerably with lessons being
held in the afternoons and evenings in private pools. On the playground
we were able to increase the playground hours from a half day basis
to a full day basis. We also extended the playground program from an
eight week program to an eleven week program. This means that we
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opened our playground at Hood Park the Monday following the closing
of school and kept it open on a daily basis, rain or shine, until the Fri-
day before school began. Wo also increased our swim urogram sim-
ilarly.
Among our successful programs, we have to include the Flag Foot-
ball program for the younger boys and the Grasshopper Baseball for
those not participating in Little League, and the Jet Junior Basketball
for boys between the ages of 7 Eind 12. The Booster Club has also in-
creased the Recreation activities for the community by creating activ-
ities for boys in the 13, 14, 15 and 16 year old age group. Last year
they started basketball for the group and continued their baseball for
the same age group. This fall for the first time they organized the
Derry Chargers, which is an equipped football team, participating in a
Inter Town League in Southern New Hampshire. The local Ski Club
has also assisted us with the Derry version of the Winter Carnival.
The Stuart Renstrom Memorial Award was won by Miss Nancy Mitchell.
Also at the ski area, considerable improvements have been made; pro-
gram wise through the expansion of the Ski School with Mrs. Lorna
Grady as chief instructor. The Ski Patrol also deserves a vote of thanks
from the people of the town for the fine job that they do in safety and
preventing accidents at the ski area.
Oar facilities have been improving constantly at Hood Park. We have
added an addition at the building there strictly for the storage of tools,
maintenance supplies and equipment. At O'Hara Field, the Little League
Baseball Field, an overthrow fence has been installed along the first
base line. At the Veterans Field, turf was brought in and added to the
Softball field, which makes that quite a nice diamond now. The biggest
addition to our facilities is the building at the Ski Area at Alexander-
Carr Playground. This is a 30 by 46 two floor structure which we plan
to use on a year round basis for various types of activities. The orig-
inal contract to construct the building merely gave us an outside shell.
We are still looking for contributions from clubs and organizations, as
well as individuals, of material and/or labor to help us finish this
building which is featured on the front cover of the Town Report. An-
other small improvement has been made at MacGregor Pioneer Park.
That was the addition of some more bench space near the monuments.
Last year's budget included funds for purchase of chemicals for weed
control, especially poison ivy and we are continuing on a program of
eliminating this problem in our various parks. The project in Hood
Park is coming along nicely, yet in sections in Alexander-Carr Play-
ground, we still have much to do before the nuisance is eliminated.
The regular programs offered for our girls and women include
housewives instruction - both tennis and skiing and a baseball team
as well as a softball team under the management of the Pin-Ups. The
girls, of course, have an opportunity to attend the weekly dances and
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for the first time last year, basketball was offered to the younger girls
7 years of age and up. We hope to be able to expand our girls program
this year to include softball in the summer. The mens programs in-
clude volleyball, basketball, and slo-pitch softball during the summer,
as well as instructions in skiing in the winter. The men also play
horseshoes and tennis. For our older citizens, there is a senior citizen
club, which enjoys many fine trips throughout the year, including a
trip to the beach and a trip to the mountains as well as a foliage tour
in the fall and this past year they also visited some Housing Projects in
Massachusetts. We do have many special events throughout the year for
everyone to enjoy. This past year we were weathered out of an annual
affair - the Easter Egg Drop, but we did have a Winter Carnival, a kite
flying contest, dog show, fishing derby. On the playgrounds we had
Smokey the Bear, pony rides, Christmas in July, a visit by our Fire
Department, a safe boating clinic, a pond survey by the Fish and Game
Department, as well as the field day which is held at the end of the
regular playground season. In the fall we have Halloween parties pre-
sented by the Lion's Club, and we conduct Halloween window painting
contests for those boys and girls interested in that type of activity. We
help the Ski Club with their Ski and Skate Sale and Swap in December
and we also have assisted with the Sports Banquet for flag football and
junior basketball.
Our special thanks to Mr. Tom Maloof who has been kind and gener-
ous enough to allow us to use his pond for our children's swimming pro-
gram. As yet the State has not allowed us to open Hood Pond for swim-
ming and the prospects of doing so in the near future appears very dim.
We want to thank Mr. Miloof who has allowed us to use his facilities for
several years without any thought of remuneration. Without his facility
we would be hard pressed for any swimming activity in our town. We
also must make special thanks to the Derry School Board which allows
us to utilize school facilities in the Town of Derry for our many pro-
grams. Without their cooperation our program would suffer consider-
ably because the Recreation Department as such does not own that many
facilities. As long as we continue our cooperation between the School
Board and the Recreation and Parks Commission, we mil have the fa-
cilities to keep our ever expanding programs available for the people.
This year our summer staff consisted of a number of people, includ-
ing some from the Neighborhood Youth Corps, who helped us on our
playgrounds as well as with maintenance. At the head of our swimming
program was Mrs. Carol Madden, until she had to leave, then Jeffrey
Orchard took over that responsibility. He was assisted by Paul Hoover
and Larry Small. On the playground, M^s. Beverly Holmes was in charge
of that program and she was assisted by Kathy Paquette. In our office
last year, Marcia Clukey and Beverly Bridgewater helped us and then
Roberta Booker also assisted. Near the end of the year, Mrs. Diane La-
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Plante also worked in the office. At times our maintenance needs are
great and we utilize many people. Those who helped us throughout the
summer included Mr. Harold Leighton and Mr. Leo Gallien. Others on
a short time basis included Wilbert Willis, Douglas Pratt, Craig Moyni-
han, Greg Hartman, David Goodwin, Joseph Deraps, John Buffum, Rus-
sell Brooks, Bruce Benoit and Brian Alexander. One of the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps boys who helped us with the maintenance was Linwood
Leighton.
Our plans for 1968 look for more facilities and more programs. We
plan to start finishing off the inside of the building at the Alexander-
Carr Playground ski area and we hope that we will be able to secure
enough ice for skating so that a Pee Wee Hockey and a figure skating
class may be successful. There are also improvements which we would
like to make at the O'Hara Field and the Veterans Field and continue
our weed control program at Hood Park and Alexander-Carr Play-
ground. For those citizens who are new in town, I would like to Invite
them to participate in our programs and call our office for information
and to make use of the facilities which we have available. For their in-
formation. Hood Park is a park on Rollins Street only one block away
from downto'ATi Derry* The facilities there include two tennis courts, an
outdoor basketball court, two regulation horseshoe pits and a multiple use
area with a space for badminton. That area also includes playground
equipment; slide, swings, see-saws and climbing apparatus and a nice
sandy beach for the children to play in. There is also a building down
there with toilets and running water. Picnic tables and fireplaces are
available for the use of those who would like to go picnlclng. O'Hara
Field is used only by the Little League organization and that is locat-
ed at the end of Railroad Avenue. Again only a couple of blocks from
downtown Derry, the Veterans Field, which is a nice field for soft-
ball during the summer and baseball in early spring and flag football In
the autumn months, is located directly across from the Little League
Field oil Railroad Avenue. Alexsuider-Carr Playground is a 40 acre
tract of land which Includes the ski area as well as picnic facilities.
It is located behind the hospital. You may gain access to the park by
traveling down Pierce Avenue and driving Into the park by the roadway
and using the parking lot by the new building or there is also a parking
lot on Rockingham Road just a couple of hundred yards below Shute's
Corner. We also use the school facilities for various programs and the
school we use most generally is Hood School, our Junior High School,
which Is located on Hood Road. Behind that is Buckley Field which we
use for Legion baseball and flag football as well as the Town League
Baseball. Grinnell School is in the same area. We utilize that for the
Jet Junior's programs. This past year we also used facilities at South
Range School for the minor league during the summer.
We still have some things to complete which we did not do this past
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year. Among them is the shooting range which is still up in the air;
the biological pond at Alexander-Carr Playground which we had insuf-
ficient funds to complete; and two worthwhile programs which we were
unable to provide for the citizens due either to lack of facilities or to
lack of volunteers. Those programs are roller skating and bowling at
the end of last year. On the plus side of the ledger, the Recreation of-
fice has been completely done over with wall and floor covering. Heat-
ing has also been added and now we are completely renovated in the Of-
fice Department of the Recreation and Parks. The needs for the coming
year are going to be greater in maintenance and also in office help since
the demands are continuing greater all the time.
The Recreation Commission meets twice a month on the second
and fourth Wednesdays in the Recreation Office which, by the way,
is located in the basement of the Adams Memorial Building. These Rec-
reation meetings are open to the public and everyone is welcome to
attend and ask any questions or voice any opinions. Constructive crit-
icism is also welcomed in any subject area or program wise. The Com-
mission will continue to do the best they can to see that the ta^tpayers
get their money's worth, Recreation wise. And if we have the continued
cooperation of everyone in town, we feel we can provide an even better
year in 1968 than we did in 1967.
Recreation is not a numbers game, but if attendance figures are
any indication as to its success the attendance figures for this year are
greater than any previous year, in almost every activity. Wi hope that
the work of Recreation is getting around and that all the citizens will
feel that they are welcome and can be a part of our program simply by
attending or by picking up the telephone and calling the Recreation of-
fice for information. We hope to see even more people involved in our
programs in the year to come.
Respectfully submitted,
Gerald H. Cox






January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967
Balance on hand, January 1, 1967




Maintenance Salaries & Upkeep 357.95
Supplies 195.25
FICA- Town Share 17.30
Police Protection 36.00
Administration 25.00 1,150.50
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1967 278.39
Funds are received from the Trustees of the Trust Funds and dis-




ALEXANDER - CARR PLATOROUND
JANUARY 1, 1967 to DECEMBER 31, 1967
Cash 0x1 hand January 1, 1967
Savings Account
Trustees of Trust Fund



























Funds are received from the Trustees of Trust Funds and disbursed
ai directed by the Recreation & Parks Commission as specified in the
will of the donor. Fees and changes as well as cash gifts are also in-
cluded as part of the income.
Treasurer
Mrs. Joan LeM^ihieu
Report of Derry District Court For Year
REPORT OF DERRY DISTRICT COURT FOR YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1967
Number of Criminal Cases
Number of Civil Cases
Number of Juvenile Cases






Fines and Bail Forfeited
Bail received
Entry fees, small claims
Writs
Received for restitution
Entry fees. Civil Cases
Paid to Motor Veh. Div.
Paid to Dept. of Unemploy. Sec.
Derry Police Dept. for
Blood Tests
N.H. Fish and Game Dep.
Bail returned or paid to
Superior Court
Paid out for restitution
Expenses of Court
Witness fees paid
Paid to Town of Derry
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1966


























Report of the Trust Funds of the City or Town
S^S^N^^ ..«^?.e.^f^..'... on December 3 1 , 1 96 1.
PRINCIPAL
Trust Funds
REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand January 1, 1967 2,134.88
Receipts dividends received 1967 19,535.53
21,670.41
PAYMF,NTS
Alan B. Shepard Treas.
East Derry Improvement Association 118.76
Alice True Treas. Taylor Library 699.'28
Frederick H. Manning Treas.
MacGregor Park 1,214.61
Frances Mannarini,
Derry Public Library 166.26
BertrandE. Peabody Treas.
Cemetery Association 1,200.00
Herbert W. Ross Treas.
Alexander E astman 2 871.51
Joan L, LaMihieux Treas.
Alexander Playground 7,642.53
Elizabeth Davenport Treas.
Alexander Fund 97. 50




PERPETUAL CARE OF CEMETERY LOTS
Chester W„ & Mary A. Butcher
Edwin Fisher
Lot #71, Noyes Ave. 50.00
Bernard E. Ballou
Eugene Ballou Lot No. 203 Reid Ave. 150.00
Howard Abbott
Thomas Abbott Lot No. 428 Angell Ave. 150.00
Mrs. Lyon Southworth
Single Grave No. 69. Near Noyes Ave. 50.00
Edward L. & Grace E. Lupien
Lot No. A22 North half (4 graves) near Rutter Ave. 125.00
Mrs. Charlotte Aoreu ^
Lot #172X - East Half 100.00
Nelson J. & Helen F. Folger
Two grave lot Nos. 80 & 81 Noyes Ave. 100.00
Mrs. Theresa Donahue
Lot 343 South Half - MacGregor Ave. 100.00
Emery R. Martin
Lot #112 Reid Avenue 150.00
Louis B. Morin
Lot #114 Reid Avenue 150.00
Mrs. Agnes Scott
Graves Nos. 78 & 77 off Noyes Ave.
East & West 8 ft, North & S.uth 10 ft. 100.00
James A. Jr. & Dotte Wallace
Lot A 12, Rutter Ave., Section 30 250.00
Lowell H. & Barbara J, crabb 100.00
Lot #130X North half (4 graves) 100.00
Mrs. M.iry Johnson
Lot A81, Rutter Ave., Section 30 125.00
Arthur E . Hills
Lot 154X North Half Dicey Ave., Sect. 27 100.00
Alice L. Merrill
Lot #188X Section 27 Parker Ave. 100.00
Mrs. Sara K. Pooler
A8i, South Half, Rutter Ave., Section 31 125.00
Lorette Chase
Lot A214 North half 125.00
Catherine Anderson
Lot 196X South Half 4 graves 200.00
Ernest Barchard
Lot 38 Single Grave on Noyes Ave. 50.00
Roland M. & Cnarlotte A. Willey
North half A230 125.00
Frank A.Hutchinson
Lot 187X No. Half (4 graves) Parker Ave. 100.00
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Auditor's Report
Wft, the undersigned auditors for the Town of Derry, N.H,, do hereby
certify that we have examined the cash accounts of the following and
have found each of these accounts to be correct, viz:
Town of Derry Selectmen Collector of Taxes
Town Treasurer Trustee of Trust Funds
Town Clerk Derry District Court
Treasurer's Account of the Derry Public Library
Treasurer's Account of Taylor Library
M-icGregor Park Fund
Treasurer of Cemetery Trustees
Derry Water Works Prank DiMarzio
Paul A. Gibbons
Albert J. Otzelberger
Auditors of the Town of Derry
(IF ANYONE WISHESTOEXAMJlvIE RECORDS FURTHERTHERECORDS
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE SELECTMEN'S OFFICE.)
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire





Submitted herewith is the report of an examination and audit of the
accounts of the Town of Derry for the fiscal year ended December 31,
1966, which was made by this Division in accordance with your request.
Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report.
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SCOPE OF AUDIT
included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records
of the Board of Selectmen, Town Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk,
Water Works, Sewer Fund, District Court, Parking Meters, Library,
Alexander Carr Playground, MacGregor Memorial Park and Trustees
of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets: December 31, 1965 - December 31, 1966:
(Exhibit A-1)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31, 1965 and December
31, 1966, are presented in Exhibit A-1. As indicated therein, the Net
Debt decreased by $94,922.46.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition; (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in financial condition during the year is
made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which caused the change indicat-
ed therein. These were as follows:
Decrease in Net Debt
Bonds Paid $ 65,000.00
Long Term Notes Paid 12,000.00
Net Budget Surplus 19,366.36
Prior Year's Check Cancelled 91.25
Increase in Net Debt





Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures -Estimat-,
ed and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 & A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, estimat-
ed and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1966,
are presented in Exhibits A-3 and A-4. As indicated by the budget
summary (Exhibit A-4), a net unexpended balance of appropriations of
$237.62, plus a revenue surplus of $19,128.74, resulted in a net budget
surplus of $19,366.36.
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Water Works: (Exhibits E-1, E-2 & E-3)
Comparative Balance Sheets and statements of the activity in the
Water Works accounts during the fiscal year are presented in Exhibits
E-1, E-2 and E-3.
Sewer Fund: (Exhibit F)
A statement of the Sewer Fund account is included in Exhibit F.
District Court: (Exhibit G)
A statement of the District Court accounts for the fiscal year is in-
cluded in Exhibit G.
Parking Meter Account: (Exhibit H)
A summarized statement of the Parking M^ter account is presented
in Exhibit H.
Library Accounts: (Exhibits I-l & 1-2)
Statements of the accounts of the Derry Public Library and the Taylor
Library are included in Exhibit l-l and 1-2.
Statement of Long Term Indebtedness; (Exhibit L)
A statement of outstanding long term indebtedness as of December 31,
1966, showing annual debt service requirements, is contained in Exhibit
L,
AUDIT PROCEDURE
The accounts and records of all town officials charged with the cus-
tody, receipt and disbursement of public funds were examined and au-
dited. Vouchers and cancelled checks w.^re compared with supporting
invoices and payrolls as well as entries in the books of record. R^j-
ceipts were checked by source insofar as possible and totals of receipts
and expenditures verified. Book balances were verified by comparison
with reconciled bank balances mode from statements obtained from de-
pository banks. Verification of uncollected taxes was made by mailing
notices to delinquent taxpayers as indicated by the Collector's records.
The amounts of uncollected and unredeemed taxes as indicated in this
"eport are therefore subject to any changes which may be necessitated




The current surplus (excess of total assets over current liabilities)
increased by $17,922.46, from $67,415.09 to $85,337.55 in 1966, as
shown herewith:
Dec. 31, Dec. 31,
1965 1966
Total Assets $ 932,796.02 $ 571,524.32
Current Liabilities 865,380.93 486,186.77
Current Surplus 67,415.09 85,337.55
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Proceeds of bonds and long term notes, representing capital fund
accounts, should be kept in a separate bank account.
2. Town Treasurer should maintain the aoie, bond and coupon register
in the manner prescribed by R S.A. 33:12.
3. Departments and/or agencies such as MacGregor Memorial Park,
Alexander Carr Playground, Derry Public Library and Taylor Li-
brary should record their receipts and expenditures in columnar
journals with sufficient classifications to readily reflect the results
of operations in the preparation of annual reports.
4. Town officers' surety bonds should be increased in amount as fol-
lows:
Town Treasurer - from $25,000.00 to $35,000.00
Town Clerk - from $5,000.00 to $20,000.00
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Dsrry for their
assistance during the course of the audit.
HGF:bjm Yours very truly,
Frederick E. Laplante Harold G. Fowler
Hugh J, Cassidy Director
Auditors DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL
ACCOUNTING
Stephen D. Piodzik, Accountant STATE TAX COMMISSION
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DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOaNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Certificate of Audit concord, New Hampshire April 12, 1967
This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts and
records of the Town of Derry for the fiscal year ended December 31,
1966. In our opinion, the Exhibits included herewith reflect the true
financial condition of the Town as of December 31, 1966 and the results
of operations for the fiscal year ended on that date.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick E. Laplante Harold G, Fowler
Hugh J. Cassidy Director
Auditors DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL
ACCOUNTING




PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1967
- DR. -
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
Property Taxes $1,618,606.72
Poll Taxes 7,076.00


















UNCOLLECTED TAXES - AS PER COLLECTOR'S LIST:






PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1966
- DR. -
Cash on hand, January 1, 1967 2.00
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - AS OF JANUARY
1. 1967:
Property Taxes $ 179,262.07
Poll Taxes 1,594.00
1966 Supp. previous yrs. 312.00
Yield Taxes
$ 181,170.07
INTEREST COLLECTED DURING FISCAL YEAR
ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1967 2,003.61
TOTAL DEBITS $183,173.68
- CR. -
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1967:
Property Taxes $ 177,326.97
Poll Taxes 1,576.00
Yield Taxes
Interest Collected During Year 2,003.61
$180,906.58
DISCOUNT ALLOWED 22.17
ABATEMENTS MADE DURING THE YEAR:







































Cash on Hand January 1, 1967
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - AS OF
JANUARY 1, 1967
Added Taxes During 1967





















SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1967
- DR. .
1967
(a) Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year
(b) Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
January 1, 1967
Interest Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs ^^^







Deeded to Town During Year











































UNCOLLECTED SEWER RENTALS AS OF JAN. 1, 1967
Sewer Rentals $6,767.27
TOTAL DEBITS $ 6,767.28
- CR. -
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER TO TAX SALE 5/11/67
Sewer Rentals $4,875.53
'^^^x Sale 5/11/67 1,816.75
UACc^^jg 75.00
"TED none






UNCOEEECTEI) SEWER ENIRANCE FEES AS OF JAN. 1, 1967
Sewer Entrance IVc $60.00
TOTAE DEBITS $ 60.00
- CR. -
REMITTANCES 10 TREASURER TO TAX SALE 5/n/67
Sewer Entrance Fee 5/11/67 $60.00
TOTAL CREDITS $ 60.00
Tax Collector, Derry, N, H.
Dorothy Buffuni
Town Clerk






Filings for ToAfri Heating
Recounts on Zoning (4)











Filings for Towii Mt^eting





















AMENDMENTS TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE AS
PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
T6tal votes cast: 2080 YES NO
1. Shall the amendment to the introductory para- 597 533
graph providing for the addition of the words ' 'and r—n r—
i
Chapter 31 NHRSA 1955" to end said paragraph be [ j \ \
adopted?
^^^^^^ 3/30/67 579 501
2, Shall the amendment providing for the deletion 574 5^1
of Article I and the substitution therefor of Article , . -__
1.000 dividing the town into Retail Business, Indus- I 1 [
j
trial, Mobile Home and General Residence Zones as ^""^
proposed by the Planning Board be adopted?
3. Shall the following amendments defining and
describing the Retail Business Zone as proposed by
the Planning Board be adopted?
a. Section 1.110 - The area bounded by a line
200 feet south of South Avenue, a line 200 feet
west of Maple Street and Central Street, a line
along the center of Rollins Street and Lenox
Road, a line 200 feet east of Birch Street and
Crystal Avenue.
b. Section 1.120 - The area 200 feet either
side of Birch Street and Crystal Avenue extending
from Shutes Corner at the south end to Ross
Corner on the north.
c. Section 1.130 -The area 600 feet either side








d. Section 1.140 -The area 600 feet either side ,^4 J±60
of Londonderry Turnpike from West Running
Brook on the North to a line 200 feet northerly of





e. Section 1.150 - Describing the method of
measuring boundaries of the Retail Business Zone.
4. Shall the following amendments defining the In-










6. Shall the following amendment restricting the
locat'ion of Mobile Homes be adopted?
Section 1.370- All Mobile Homes installed after
the enactment date of this amendment shall be
located solely in the Mobile Home Zone, or in
an existing legally operated Mobile Home Park,
or a location presently occupied by a Mobile
Home provided it meets with Article II Section 6,
except that a landowner or lessee may accommo-
date the trailer or mobile home as a non-paying
guest for a period or periods not to exceed 30
days in each calendar year.
7. Shall the amendment defining Mobile Homes, as
proposed by the Planning Board be adopted?
8. Shall the following amendment describing and
defining the General Residence Zone as proposed by
the Planning Board be adopted?
Section 1.410 - All the rest of the town not in-
cluded in the above three zones and, except as
otherwise provided by this ordinance, shall be
limited to residential type construction and uses.
However, accessory uses, including business, may
be permitted, by special exception of the Zoning
Board of Adjustment provided such use is not ob-
jectionable by reason of noise, smoke or fumes
and shall not occupy more than 25% of the gross
floor area of the principal dwelling or 25% of the
lot, if not within an existing building.
9. Shall the amendment providing for the deletion
of Article II Section 1 be adopted?
10. Shall the amendment to Article II Section 2 for
the addition of the following sentence to the end of
the present section be adopted?
"No addition shall be built that brings any part
of the addition closer to the lot line than required
for new construction."
11. Shall the amendment to Article II Section 3
allowing junk yards in an Industrial area as proposed
by the Planning Board be adopted?
12. Shall the amendment providing for the deletion
of Article II Section 4 excepting farm structures from













13, Shall the amendments to Article II Section 5
providing for special exceptions for industrial uses,
as proposed by the Planning Board, be adopted?
14. Shall the amendment to Article II Section 6a.










15. Shall the amendment to Article II Section 6b. ^__^ ^__^
to read, Section 6b - Residential lots not supplied
| |
I I




system, shall contain a minimum of 25,000 square
feet with a width of at least 125 feet at the 35 foot
set-back line from the street or on the road, be
adopted?
16. Shall the amendment to Article II Section 6c.
1 to read, Section 6c. 1 - Residential lots where
community and/or public water and/or sewer are
available, shall contain a minimum of 15,000 square
feet with a width of at least 100 feet at the 35 foot
set-back line from the street or on the road, be
adopted?
17. Shall the amendment to Article II Section 6c.
2 to read, Section 6c. 2 -Residential lots where both
public water and sewer are available shall contain a
minimum of 10,000 square feet with a width of at
least 100 feet at the 35 foot set-back line from the
street or on the road, be adopted?
18. Shall the amendment providing for the deletion
of Section 6g. referring to mobile homes, as pro-
posed by the Planning Board, be adopted?
19. Shall the amendments providing for the addi-
tion of the following new sub- sections, as proposed by
the Planning Board, be adopted?
a. Section 6g. — No commercial or industrial
building shall be constructed or placed on a lot
smaller than required for a dwelling.
b. Section 6h. — Buildings or businesses not
connected to public sewer, shall require 10,000
sq. ft. of lot size above the minimum for the zone












after the first 200 gallons per day unless the own-
er can show adequate plans for sewage disposal on
a smaller lot.
c. Section 6i. - Any business built or expanded l^"^ 397
after the date of this ordinance, shall have ade-
quate off street parking for employees and cus-
tomers on land in the same title as the business
property.
20. Shall the amendment providing for the addition
of Section 7 pertaining to the definitions and re-
quirements of multiple dwellings and apartments, as
proposed by the Planning Board, be adopted?
21. Shall the amendment providing for the deletion






22. Shall the amendment to Article in Section 3d. .—
.
--_
pertaining to roofing materials as proposed by the
J J
i
Planning Board be adopted?
6l6 4l9
23. Shall the amendment to Article in Section 3e. r—
i
r—\
pertaining to sewage disposal, as proposed by the |
| | |
Planning Board be adopted?
, ,
555 4^3
24. Shall the amendment to Article IV Section 2b. ^_^
allowing the sale of named commodities previously { I I I






25. Shall the amendments of Article VI Section 1 __ . .
revising the fee schedule for permits issued under I I i
the Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning
Board, be adopted? 534 h60
26. Shall the amendments to Article VI deleting
the references to Zones 1 and 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board, be adopted?
D n
(92)
AMENDMENTS TO THE ZONING total
ORDINANCE AS PROPOSED BY THE vote
PLANNING BOARD ^q^
Every voter who wishes to vote "Yes" will make a cross
in the square near the word "Yes"; if he wishes to vote
"No" he will make a cross in the square near the word
"No."
1. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
1, as proposed by the planning board, for the town of
Derry zoning ordinance as follows?
The substance of the anicndiiient is to see if the toiMi desires to rezone the pre-
sent "Retail Business Zone" which presently extends along Crystal Avenue 200'
in depth towards the East to include about 15 acres more or less of land with
about 61 1 feet of frontage on Pinkerton Street next to the Public Service Co.
of New Hampshire office. (For those \oters who wish to read the exact legal Yee [ 5oOJ
description of the area to be rezoned, refer to the copy of the warrant for this
meeting. Item =1, posted in each voting booth) j^ l l
,
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
2, as proposed by the planning board, for the town of
Derry zoning ordinance as follows?
The substance of the amendment is to rezone as an "Industrial Zone", the lands
of Martha Smith, Twenty Right Realty Co. (Chanticleer Restaurant), Adrien
Cote and Cornelius V'anl-aarhoven. Said lands are generally situated between
State Highway Route #28 and Franklin St. and to the rear of Kiev Bro. Shoe
Co. and The Chanticleer Restaurant, with about 234 feet frontage on Rt. 28 ,Yes
I
^^i
and 1250' frontage on Franklin St. (For those voters who wish to read the exact
legal description of the area to be rezoned, refer to the copy of the warrant for
No
I 21 I
thk meeting, Item #2, posted in each voting booth) I '
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TOTAL VOTE 203














Three Years Vote for One
DONALD BENTLEY, (^^^
WILLIAM A. BOYCC. 878 .D
ALBERT OTZELBERGER 1 "l 00 | |
o
o
HERBERT W. PALMER ^_iL5_ -D




TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS





IRUSTEE OF DERRY PUBLIC
LIBRARY
Five Years Vote for One
RUTH BAKTtFTT 1583 \_J
n
TOWN TREASURER
One Year Vote for One
FREDERICK H. MANNING 175'^ I I
D
TAX COLLECTOR
One Year Vote for One
DOROTHY BUFFUM 1812 a
a
TRUSTEE OF TAYLOR LIBRARY





Three Years Vote for One
RAYMON S. WEBSTER ^79. [ |
ROLAND M. WIT TRY 1051 |_J
o
ROAD AGENT












Inventory of Taxable Property
Description of Property Number Valuation
Land and Buildings $ 42,494,900.00
Factory Buildings & Land 1,371,450.00
Factory Machinery 1,310,700.00
Public Utilities 1,432,250.00
Mobile Homes 248 838,150.00
Mature Wood and Timber 1,000.00
Stock in Trade - Merchants 1,311,850.00
Stock in Trade - M;mufacturers 1,538,000.00
Boats and Launches 85 23,750.00
Dairy Cattle 348 77,150.00
Poultry 3900 2,550.00
Gasoline Pumps & Tanks 36,400.00
Portable Mills 7,700.00
Road Building Equipment 39,800.00
Total Valuation 1967 Gross $ 50,485,650.00




Total Valuation 1967 Net $ 49,830,650.00
1967 Net Valuation 49,830,650.00
1966 Net Valuation 46,623,500.00
ACTUAL INCREASE $ 3,207,150.00
Town, Land, Bldgs. and Equipment
Adams Memorial Building 145,500.00
Adams Memorial Building - Equipment 22,500.00
Veterans Memorial Hall 88,500.00
Derry Library, Furniture & Equipment 42,000.00
Taylor Library, Furniture & Equipment 24,000.00
EastDerry Town HaU 5,000.00
1967 Police Cruisers - 2 4,000.00
Mobile Unit Sets 1,000.03
1963 Parking Meters 10,000.00
East Derry Fire Department 40,125.00




Parks and Playgrounds 16,500.00
Derry Water Works and Extensions 585,312.09
1959 Sewer Plant 1,163,785.53
Land Sewer Lagoons 12,500.00






During the year of 1967, the Planning Board continued holding bi-
monthly meetings, approving about 50 plans, comprising of over 300
new building lots.
On January 17 and January 30, 1967 Public Tow.i Hearings were held
on proposed amendments to the Zoning Ordinance; as a result, 40 in-
dividual amendments were voted upon by the citizens at the Annual
Town Meeting, It was the feeling of the Board at this time that the
voter had the opportunity to have his say. The results of this vote and
the legality of these changes were contested by a small grojp of citi-
zens, led by Mv. William Collins. The results of this contesting are not
known at this time.
m April 1967, Mr. Arthur Hobsch, our previous secretary resigned
when he accepted the job of Town Building Inspector. Mr. Winston M:-
Carty was then delegated the position of secretary for the board.
In July, Wallace L. Kimball, and Winston M "Carty were re-appoint-
ed to the Board by the Selectmen.
As of July 1, 1967, the Rales, Regulations, Standards and Proce-
dures of the New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control Com-
mission were put into effect as voted by the last Legislature. Conse-
quently, all sewerage and septic systems are being inspected and ap-
proved by the State.
In September, Jack Schurman resigned. His sound judgment will
certainly be missed by the board.
Mr. Myron Smith and M: . John C. Schurman were appointed on
October 10, 1967 to fill the vacancies created by Mr. Arthur Hobsch and
Mr. Jack Schurman.
On October 23 and November 13, Public Town Hearings were held m
preparation of voting on amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to include
a 17.52 acre lot of the Hood Farm at the corner of Pinkerton Street
and Crystal Avenue. The change would be from General Residence
Zone to Retail Business Zone.
0.1 November 20 and December 11, Public Town Hearings were held
in preparation of voting on amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to
change land Southwesterly of the Manchester Road and to the rear of
Kiev Bros. Shoe Company from General Residence Zone on Industrial
Zone.
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A Town Meetii^ was held December 28, 1967, a very snowy stormy
day, to vote on the two zoning changes. T'le change in the Hood Land
passed by a vote of 560 to 20. The Industrial Zone passed by a vote of
556 to 21. A total of 584 votes cast.
Respectfully submitted,
Wallace L. Kimball, Chairman








In 1967 a total of 57 cases were heard as compared to 84 in 1986.
This decrease was, in all probability caused by the additional amend-
ments to the laws as voted at the annual town meeting.
Zoning Board decisions of 1967, therefore, have been made in ac-
cordance with the amended version except for those brought to the
Board before town meeting.
Obviously there are still controversial points not adequately covered
by the present law, however your Board is sure that the law can and will
be changed whenever the voters feel the need is justified.
1967 CASES
Type of Case Tjtal Cases Granted Denied
Business 28 21 7-
Set-back 10 5 4
Trailers 7 5 2
Apartments 2 11
Miscellaneous 10 3 7








AMENDMENTS TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE
DERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
REVISED DECEMBER 28, 1967
Add to Article I Section LlOO RETAIL BUSINESS ZONE, the following
new Section:
Section 1.121 - The area bounded and described as follows-. Begin-
ning at a point in the southwest corner of a Parcel of land owned by
Public Service Company of N.H. Pension Fund, said point being on the
easterly property line of Crystal Avenue, approximately 360' souther-
ly of the intersection of said Crystal Avenue and Pinkerton Street:
Thence S 73** 28* 26" E- 380.00' to a point, said point being the
southeasterly boundary of a parcel of land owned by Public Service
Company of N.H. Pension Fund;
Thence N 16° 26' 00" E- 345.59' to a point, said point being on the
south boundary of Pinkerton Street;
Thence along Pinkerton Street 611.23' to the northwesterly corner
of a subdivision approved by the Town of Derry on November 22, 1966,
designated as Hoodkroft Block # 2;
Thence S 00® 29' 33" W - 1288.95' to a point, said point being on the
north property line of the Derry Co-op School District;
Thence along said northerly property line of the Derry Co-op School
District N 42*07' 21" W • 930.19' to a point, said point being the north-
east corner oi tho property owned by Herbert Guerney;
Thence N 73*^ 28' 26" W - 540.00' to a point, said., point being on the
easterly property line of Crystal Avenue;
Thence along said easterly property line of Crystal Avenue N 16'
31' 34" E - 294.76' to the point of beginning, said described parcel of
land contains 17.52 acres of land, more or less.
The portion of this land which is within 200 feet of Crystal Avenue is
presently zoned RETAIL BUSINESS ZONE -
Aid to Article I Section 1.200 INDUSTRIAL ZOlvTE, the following new
Section:
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Section 1.240 - The area bounded and described as follows: Begin-
ning at a point on the Southwesterly side of Minchester Road, also
known as Roiite #28, at the Northwesterly corner of land of A, Robert
and Olive M, LaFond; Thence in a Southwesterly direction by said La-
Fond land two hundred (200) feet to an iron pin; thence in a South-
easterly direction by said LaFond land two hundred (200) feet to a
stone wall at land now or formerly of Giblin; thence in a Southwesterly
direction following said stone wall and Giblin land one thousand ninety-
five (1095) feet, more or less, to a fence at land now or formerly of
Radway; thence in a Northwesterly direction by said fence and Radway
land to a stone wall corner; thence in a Southwesterly direction by said
stone wall and Radway land six hundred ten (610) feet, more or less, to
the Northeasterly line ox Franklin Street Extension; thence in a North-
westerly direction along said Franklin Street Extension twelve hundred
fifty (1250) feet, more or less, to the Di3rry - Londonderry Town Line;
thence in a Northerly direction by said D«rry- Londonderry Town Line
to the remains of an old fence forming the Northerly boundary of land
of Adrien Cote, et al.; thence following the remains of said old fence and
Northerly boundary of Cote land in a general Southeasterly and Easterly
direction as said fence followsShield'sBrooktoa stone wall at land now
or formerly of Twenty-Eight Realty; thence in a Southerly direction by
said stone wall and Twenty-Eight Realty land eight hundred sixty (860)
feet, more or less, to a wall corner at land of Smith; thence North
53 1/2** East by said stone wall and land to Twenty-Eight Realty five
hundred seventy (570) feet, more or less, to an iron pin at land now or
formerly of Klev-Bro. Shoe Company; thence South 29° 10' East by said
Klev-Bro. Shoe Company land to land now or formerly of Ralph Smith;
thence North 53^51 EastbysaidSmith land six hundred (600) feet, more
or less, to an iron pipe on the Southwesterly side of said Minchester
Road; thence in a Southeasterly direction by said Manchester Road two
hundred thirty-four and five-tenUis (234.5) feet to the point of begin-
ning.
Meaning to describe and zone those portions of the Smith, Van Laar-
hoven and Cote property within the Town of Derry situated on the
Southwesterly side of Miinchester Road.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE
PROPOSED BY PETITION, TO BE VOTED
ON BY BALLOT AT TOWN MEETING
MARCH 12, 1968
Add to ARTICLE I, SECTION 1.300 MOBILE HOME ZONE, the following
new section:
SECTION 1.360 - The Area bounded and described as follows-. Begin-
ning at a stake on the east side of Kendall Pond Road at the land of
Christopher Construction Company; thence south 82''-05' east 198.0'
by land of Christopher Construction Company and Tetreault and Laun-
dry to a point; thence south 71*^ 18' east 324.86' by land of Tetreault and
Landry, Fred Muzzy, Tetreault and Landry, crossing Derryfield Road
and by land of Eva Band to a point; thence south 42^18' east 90.27* by
land of Eva Band to an iron pipe at land of Leon Wnitney; thence south
41''-10' east 280.41' to land of Leon Whitney to an iron pipe at the end of
a wall; thence along said wall and land of Whitney in a southerly direc-
tion 625.5' to a wall corner at other land of Raiche; thence continuing
southerly by a wall and land of Raiche 715.95' to a wall at land of
M: chael Matarozzo; thence south 64 ^ west by said wall 630* more or
less to a proposed road; thence southerly diagonally across said road
to the corner of proposed lots 146 and 147; thence southwesterly 100'
along the lot line between said lots to land of M. Matarozzo; thence
northwesterly along Matarozzo and the back lot lines of proposed lots
1260* more or less to Kendall Pond Road; thence northerly along K'^n-
daU Pond Road 1230* more or less to the point of beginning, meaning
and intending to describe lots 15-107 inch, 112-116 incl., and lots 225-
240 incl. on preliminary plan of land in Derry, July 12, 1966 by Carter
and Towers Eng. Corp. to be submitted herewith and containing 41.0
acres more or less.
Disapproved by the Planning Board
Add to ARTICLE iV. RETAIL BUSINESS ZONE, the following new Sec-
tion:
SECTION 3: The following types of uses shall be excluded from a por-
tion of the Retail Business Zone bounded by 200 feet north and South of
a center line of East and West Broadway and on the east and west by
the present limits of the Retail Business Zone:
a. The sale of gasoline or any other type of commercial or non-com-
mercial activity which depends primarily upon motor vehicle drive-
in traffic moving off from and on to East and West Broadway.
Disapproved by the Planning Board
(101)
Building Inspector
Number of Applications for Building and Business Permits in 1967
New Residents
Police Activity
REPORT OF POLICE DE PARTMENT
First, I would like to thank all the members of the Police Department
for the fine cooperation they have given me since I became Acting Chief
of Police.
The problems of this or any PoUce Department grow in direct ratio
to a population increase.
With the building of many new homes in developments outside the
compact part of Town, 1 feel a Cruiser should patrol these areas seven
days a week. However, at present this is not possible due to limitations
of the Budget 2M Personnel.
At the 1937 March Meeting, the Town approved the purchase of a sec-
ond Cruiser. Due to the above limitations, this Cruiser is used only
40 out of the 168 hours a week except in an occasional emergency.
m the compact part of Town we need a Street Officer on Sunday
nights.
The past year has been a busy one for this department. We had over
350 offenders in Court. These cases ranged from minor traffic, to as-
sault with a dangerous weapon.
During the year 1967 th^re were over 1450 different occasions the
cruisers were sent from their regular patrols to take care of various
problems, such as parties keeping the neighbors awake to emergency
blood runs for the hospital.
As far as the coming year is concerned, I expect it will be equally as
busy as the past year has been, and your Police Department will do its









Achorn, John & Joan
Anderson, Eric & Margaret
Armstrong, George H.,Robert
Arsenault, Arthur
Arsenault, William W.,Jean F.





























Barka, Kalil & Rosalind
Bartlett, Phillip & Collette
Bean, Esther
Conley's Grove
Beland, Robert & Florence
Belanger, Donald G. &
Pauline L.
Benson, Daniel & Sandra A.
Benson, Grant G. Sr.,
Benson, Grant G. Sr.,
Bergeron, Richard A.
Berry, Leo J. & Reynolds,
Richard,
Blanchard, Emile W. &
Stella A.
Blanchette, George J. &
Rose A.


















Cobbett, James C. &Marie H,
Coco, Stephan L. & Gloria




CoQtraros, George & Lola
Cornish, Robert R. &
Mcry Ann
Cossar, Robert & Elsie
Cote, James J. & Barbara
Crane, John J. & Elizabeth
Craven, Edward Jr. &
Elizabeth
Crawford, John Sr., Marion
Crawford, John S. Ill &
Nancy E,
Crouse, Ernest W, &Marjorie




Donaghey, Robert & Lorraine
Donnellan, Thomas G. &
Anne R.,
Dupuis, Claude J &
Bernadine
Durward, Robert & Harriette
Emery, Richard A & Gladys
Frost, Bernard A, &
Gloria J.,
Fagerberg, Y. Bertil &
Gladys C.
Faiella, Ralph & Geraldine
Farinato, Ralph & Ann
Ferland, Roland & Pauline
Fiorante, Albert R. & Doria
Fisher, Harry A.
Flanders, Prentis & Alice
Fritschy, Michael & Sandra
Gagnon, Anna Heirs
Gaines, Ernest A,
Gallien's Redstone Trl. Pk.
Archambault, Leo G. & Mary J.
Austin, Lester
Cinquegraves, James & There
Forbes, Rupert j.
Goodwin, Dianne & Peter
Morehouse, Paul
Piper, Allan
Gallien, Walter R,&Anita L.
Gamache, Roland &
Jeanne tte
Gannon, Robert L. & Beth L.
Giles, Glenn H, & Judith
Gordon, Earle E.
Grannemann, Henry J &
Audrey J.
Gratton, Edward J, &
Barbara L.
Gruning, William F. &
Margaret E.
Hail, George & Loraine
Hattin, Theodore
Hennigar, Ronald & Martha
Hill, Allen R. Jr. & Donna
Hoisington, Carol & Cecile R.
Holbrook, Vinton & Torsi
Holland, Sam J3l J. & Nina
Hutchinson, Frank A. &





Julian, John & Marguerite
Keith, Arnold
Keith, Arnold & Keith, Etta
Kelley, George & Barbara
King, Charles V.
Kneeland, Linda R. & Verna H.







Nigro, Jerry & Gilda
1966 1967
Sawtelle, Joseph & Richard
Sawtell, Richard
Sawyer, Ruth D.
Scionti, Edward & Paula
Seavey, Johns.,
Shaw, John Sr. & Phyllis
Shell Oil Co.
Simonsen, Edwin C. &Joan D.
Smillie, George & Phyllis
Smith, Anthony & Judith
Smith, Paul & Evelyn
Smith, Roger C & Helen
Smith, Walter A.
Staples, Kenneth H. & Sandra
Sullivan, Francis J. &
Anna M.
Sullivan, Margaret
Sullivan, Paul & Nancy
Sykes, Arthur V. & Doris M,
Taylor, Robert & Priscilla
Tewksbury, Carl H. Jr. &
Eunice 1.
Theroux, Edward & Paula
Tidewater Oil Co.
Torrisi, William J. &
Bertha R.
Trombley, Richard















Wood, Herman & Eleanor
Birch St.
Property Valuation Changes





Barlow, Walter & Stacia
Barnes, Joseph & Lillian
Bartlett, Ferdinand H. Jr.
& Jamesina
Baskerville, Albert & E mily
Boudreau, Robert A.
Brusky, Frank & Dolores
Builders Lumber & Supply
Camp, John & Betsy
Carbone, Robert & Dorothy
Carbone, Robert & Dorothy
Chase, Bernard E,
Child, Kenneth & Alice
Cleasby, Franklin
C oiler, Donald & Alice
Conn, Clayton & Marjorie
Connor, DeloresE.
Connor, John & Marilyn
Costa, Vincent & Pauline
Lot 136
Cousins, Willard & Lorette










DeGroot, Gerrit & Jeuntje
DeGroot, Jacob & Eleanor
Dion, Roland A. &
Marjorie L.
Dombrowski, Emil A. &
Irene A.
Donovan, Ralph & Peggy Ann
Drahnak, Frank & Sheila
Dunaiski, Allen H. & Lois
Duval, Joseph & Gladys




Ferullo, Savino & Camille
Fickett, Aaron A. & Doris
French, Philip & Linda




Gantt, Ervin Donald &
Belcher, Norma A.





Gelinas, Joseph & Alberta
Gerald, John & Rose M;irie
Gianni, Jack R. &
Josephine N.
Giguere, Albert & Marjorie
Gilman, I. Stuart Jr. &
Patricia B.
Gorie, Blanch
Graham, David L, & Gloria
Griffon, Jeremiah & Jean
Hafner, Amos T. & Alice M.




Hastings, Robert F, &
Annabell
Hogel, Wilbur R. Jr. & Seta
Johnson, Darrell & Betty
Johnson, Marea T.
Johnson, Marea T,
Karrfalt, Carl A. &
Esther M.
Keller, George C. &
Josephine V,
Kenna, Mark J. & Janet L.
Kimball, Wallace L.
Lannan, David B. & Bette
Lauzon, Marie
Lebel, Donald M. & Laura E,
Leclair, Ralph & Stowers,
Mary
Lerro, Thomas & Virginia
Levine, Herbert & Martha
Lewis, Carl S. & Evelyn M.
Lindgren, William & Rose
Lot 45
1966 1967





Tate, Rupert & Rose
Tomaszewska, Victoria
Tompkins, Frederick A. &
Judith B.
Tracy, Frederick & Elaine
True, Richard M.
Watts, Arthur C. & Clyde
Walker, Alfred & Rita




Warren, William & Anita
York, Leo 4 M.irjorie C.








- Derry Village -
1967
NAME 1966 1967
Alexander, William A. &
1966 1967
Foucher, Robert L. &
1966 1967
1966 1967
Robie, John E. & Roberta
Robie, William H. &
Renata S.
St. Denis, Robert & Nancy
Shaw, John Sr. & Phyllis A.
Simonsen, Edwin C.
& Joan D.
Simonsen, Edwin C. &
Joan D.
Taylor, E. Joseph &.
Patricia I.
league, Ernest A. & Annie I.
Tinkham, Frank N & Zella
Todd, John & Rita
Village Trust, Inc.








For The Eiscal Year
Endins
June 30, 1 967
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School District Officers
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1
For the Year Ending June 30, 1967
SCHOOL BOARD
Barbara L. Gratton, Chairman Term expires 1968
Robert J. Carbone Term expires 1969
Earl Burdick Term ex^pires 1970
John Gleason Term expires 1971
Helen L. Bachelder Term expires 1970
DISTRICT OFFICERS
Walter A. Pillsbury Moderator
Elizabeth Davenport Clerk






Margaret Gagne Ruth Fitts Joanna Boda
PRINCIPALS
Anastas S. Christo Grinnell and Derry Village Schools
Donald Day Hood Memorial School
George Farris c . . . Floyd School
Oliver Chatfield South Range School
SCHOOL SECRETARIES
Inga Retherford ........... Grinnell and Derry Village Schools
Margaret Aldrich Hood Memorial School
Barbara Schurman Floyd School
Betty Oleson South Range School
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SCHOOL NURSE
Claire L Eddy, R.N.
Madelyn T. Baker, R.N.
CUSTODIANS
Raymond Stark Floyd School
George LaPorte . . . Grinnell School
Raymond Beauregard Grinnell School
Raymond Butterfield , Hoo i M'i norial School
Edward McGillen Hood Memorial School
Lawrence Ingalls Derry Village School
Thomas Sutton South Range School













Tuesday, September 3, 1968
Wednesday, September 4, 1968
Friday, December 20, 1988
Thursday, January 2, 1969
Friday, February 21, 1969
Monday, March 3, 1969
Friday, April 25, 1969
Monday, May 5, 1969
On or about June 13, 1969






Friday, October 18, 1968
Monday, November 11, 1968
Wednesday at Noon, November 27th,
November 28 and 29, 1968
Friday, May 30, 1969
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SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Derry, New Hampshire qualified to vote in district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grinnell School
in said district on the 7th day of March 1968, at 8:00 o'clock
in he afternoon, to act upon the following subjects
;
1. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Conunittees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the district will vote to authorize the school
board to accept, in the name of and in behalf of the school
district, gifts for the use of the schools.
3. To see if the district will vote to authorize the school
board to make application for and to accept and expend on
behalf of the school district any or all grants or other funds for
educational purposes which may now, or hereafter, be forthcom-
ing from the United States Government and/or the State of
New Hampshire.
4. To see what sum of money the district will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the district.
5. To sec if he district will vote to accept the provisions
of Public Law 89-10 designed to improve educational opportu-
nities with particular reference to children of low-income fami-
lies, and to appropriate such funds as may be available to the
district under said Federal Act for such particular projects as"
may be determined by the school board. Further, to see if the
district will authorize the school board to make application for
such funds and to expend the same for such projects as it may
designate.
6. To see if the school district will authorize the school
board to transfer to Herbert Gurney, owner of the A&W Root
Beer on Crystal Avenue, a small parcel of land on the western
boundaries of the Hood School land, so called, and to accept
in return therefore a deed of a small parcel of land in the same
area for the purpose of improving the surface drainage of the
district property and improving the usefulness of the land in
the district.
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7. To see if the district will vote to appropriate a sum
not exceeding $1,500,000.00 (one million, five hundred thou-
sand dollars) for construction, originally equipping and " fur-
nishing an addition to the Hood Junior High School, including
necessary reconstruction and alteration of the existing building,
and determine whether any such appropriation shall be raised
by borrowing according to the terms of the Municipal Financ6
Act and in the event that said money is to be raised by borrow-
ing, to authorize the school board to negotiate the terms and
conditions of the n6tes or bonds to be issued and to do any other
act necessary to carry out the intent of this article.
8. To pay any interest payment due during the fiscal
year for which appropriations are herein made.
9. To see if the school district will vote to appropriate the
money earned (interest) in the amount of $20,037.40 from the
Building Funds for receipts of the district to aid in reduction
of taxes.
10. BY PETITION: AN ARTICLE to see if the Cooper-
ative School District No. 1 will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of seven thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight dol-
lars ($7,888.00) to provide for a forty-five cent ($0.45) per
hour salary increase for all full time school custodians employed
by the Town of Derry, New Hampshire.
11. To see if the district will vote to authorize the em-
ployment of a Business Administrator for New Hampshire Su-
pervisory Union #10 according to RSA 186.11.
12. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting, including the appointment of legal com-
mittees.
Given under our hands at said Derry this 13th day of
February 1968.








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of Derry, New
Hampshire qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial Hall in said
district on the 12th day of March 1968, at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
Given under our hands at said Derry this 13th day of February 1968
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Mrs. Darrell Johnson, Chairman Dr. Armand Cote
Mrs. Fred M irdock, Vice Chairman Mrs. John Wells
Mis. Bernard Ellis, Secretary Mts. Frances Higglns
MJ'. Raymon Webster Mrs. Edward Gratton
Mrs. Carlotta Lupien Mrs. Nelson Paquette
Mr. Robert Gordon Mr. Paul Brown
Values
Kindergarten is of value because it aids in the growth of the
child. It enables the five year old to live his life more fully and to pre-
pare him for the first grade. It is an integral part of the elementary
school experience.
Kindergarten helps a child
to respond to intellectual challenges;
to grow in power to cope with individual and group problems;
to achieve good muscular and eye-hand coordination; (*1)
to make the transition from home to a full day school schedule;
to establish an early healthy pattern for success in school;
The kindergarten serves as a screening center for early identifica-
tion of children with special needs; i.e., physical, emotional, and
readiness problems.
Numerous researchers have shown that children who attend kinder-
garten adjust better to school, do better in content subjects and de-
velop better social attitudes than those children who did not attend
kindergarten. A poll of first grade teachers by the 1954-56 Primary
Committee of the Association for Childhood Education indicated there
was a positive relationship between kindergarten e^iperience and satis-
&Lctory adjustment and progress in first grade. (*2) Risser and Elder
feel that a child's chances for success in learning to read are enhanced
by kindergarten attendance. C3) Morrison showed there is less failure
and more normal promotion for children having kindergarten than for
those without the kindergarten experience. (*4) And East concludes
"... it Is better and cheaper to give children the right start (kinder-





There are presently two kindergartens in Derry. One, which is pri-
vately owned, predicts a 1968 enrollment of 60 children from Derry
and the surrounding communities. The second is sponsored by the
Child Development Center and has 20 children now enrolled. A third
kindergarten which was operating in Derry is now closed indefinitely
due to the ill health of the teacher. Due to the limited number of chil-
dren these schools can accommodate, all parents who want to send
their children to kindergarten won't be able to do so. As the population
increases, this becomes more of a problem. While it is conceivable
that additional private kindergartens could be opened, it is also possible
that these existing kindergartens could close. Thus, under the present
situation there is no assurance of continuing kindergarten availability
in Derry.
Forecast Attendance:
Based on the 1965, 1966 and 1967 Derry first grade registrations of
185, 249 and 281 students respectively; and keeping in mind that some
parents may choose to send their children to private kindergarten, we
estimate that the 1968 public kindergarten enrollment would be between
275 and 300 children. The projected growth figures for first grade
children show an increase of 25 children per year for the years 1969
and 1970. We estimate the kindergarten group would increase by a
slmUar amount each year, or 300 to 325 children in 1969 and 325 to
350 in 1970.
Space Requirements:
Research has shown that the best class size for children of kinder-
garten age is 20 to 25 pupils. This class size enables the children to
develop good individual and group relationships with each other and to
receive ample guidance from the teacher. Assuming this class size, a
public kindergarten system in Derry in 1968 would require 12 class-
rooms or 6 teachers using 6 classrooms fbr morning and afternoon
sessions. By 1970 we estimate that 14 classes- 7 teachers and 7 class-
rooms - would be needed. Because it is anticipated thaf there will be no
space available in our schools next year (even though Soi4^i Range and
Derry village architectural plans show kindergarten provisions) we




1968 - 6 teachers - $34,000 to $40,000 salaries
1969 - 6 teachers - $34,000 to $40,000 salaries
1970 - 7 teachers - $40,000 to $45,000 salaries
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Equipment and Supplies:
To supply basic classroom e:iuipment would cost approidmitely
$1,000 per room - or a total of $6,000 in 1968 and an additional 1,000
in 1970. This is a non-recurring ' cost. Other school supplies would
cost on the average of $2,000 each year based on our present elemen-
tary school costs of $6.50 per^ child.
Transportation:
The total additional transportation cost for kindergarten would be
approximately $16,000; with noon-time bussing costing $11,000 and
early morning and late afternoon bussing costing $5,000. This would
increase to approximately $18,500 by 1970.
Conclusion
Ideally, the school district should furnish for kindergarten: teach-
ers, classrooms Avithin the school buildings, equipment indoors and
outdoors, supplies and transportation for 100% of the children. There
are however different ways to implement a kindergarten program,.
Among these are: use of private buildings for classes, reduce the num-
ber of days spent in class if private buildings could only be available on
a four day basis, attend kindergarten for a single semester, eliminate
transportation, have Industrial Arts classes build equipment, and re-
quest donations for needed equipment.
A good start in school and proper attitudes toward learning are most
important for a successful school experience. ". . . increasing evi-
dence supports the assumption that rich experience enhances a cjj^^d's
intellectual activity, self-assurance, social skill, and hence, the poten-
tial for his academic achievement." (*6) We feel a well run public kin-
dergarten can start all our children on their way towards a successful
education.
(*1) Neath Headley, The Kindergarten: Its Place in the Program of
Education, p. V
(*2) Sara Lou Hammond, What About Kindergarten?, p. 314-15
(*3) Headley, op. cit., p. 37
(*4) Headley, loc. cit.
(*5) Headley, op. cit., p. 36
(*6) Mary Mindess and Alice Keliher, Review of Research related to
the Advantages of Kindergarten, p. 509
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Tax Comm. Budget Approval
STATE TAX COMMISSION
TO: Barbara Gratton, Chr., Deny Cooperative
5 E. Derry Rd., Derry, N.H.
Your report of appropriations voted and property taxes to be raised






School Building Aid 36,670.92
Other Revenue from State Sources 1,575.00
NDEA-Title III, Science, Math & Lang. 1,710.00
School Lunch & Special Milk Program 10,000.00
PL 874 (Impacted Area-Cur. Outlay) 1,500.00
PL 89-10 (ESEA) 16,219.32
Interest Premiums 15,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 170,813.11
AMOUNT TO BE REUSED BY 1967 PROPERTY TAXES 1,069,949.01*
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1,240,762.12




Lawton B. Chandler, Commissioner
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Superintendent's Report
To the School Board and citizens of Derry I hereby submit my 5th
annual report as your Superintendent of Schools.
Personnel:
In September we welcomed many new teachers, some to replace
those who left the system and others that were to fill new, additional
positions.
The recruitment of teachers is one of the most important responsi-
bilities of the Superintendent of Schools: important because of the role
of the teacher in the success of the school system. The teachers are
the backbone of the system, and the degree of success or failure of the
boys and girls is greatly dependent on the qualifications, background
and maturity of the teacher^
The leading factor in obtaining top candidates from which to make
selections is an adequate salary schedule. A salary schedule, at least
comparable to neighboring communities, mustbe maintained; otherwise,
you get only the candidates unacceptable to other communities. Fringe
benefits, such as paid hospital insurance, pay for professional im-
provement (college courses) sabbatical leave, accumulative sick days
allowance, are also important to prospective teachers considering a
teaching position in the community. There are other factors which in-
clude; num'^ar of pupils in class, type of building, books that are up-
to-date and ample supplies for the classroom teaching activities, avail-
ability of apartments and homes, the friendliness of parents and citi-
zens in the town.
When one considers the short supply of teachers and the great de-
mand for them by school districts caught in the area of rapid expansion,
it is not difficult to understand the need for having competitive salaries
and fringe benefits in order to keep the teaching staff turnover to a min-
imum and also attract new teachers of good potential for the additional
positions added each year.
Our plan of recruitment is composed of a many-sided approach
which includes:
1. Printing, and distributing to a wide area of colleges, brochures
that tell of our community and schools in words and pictures.
2. Scheduled visits to college and university placement offices for
interviews with prospects.
3o Sending teachers already in the system to visit their former col-
leges to try and encourage June graduates to come to our community
for positions.
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4. Sending principals to visit colleges to interview prospective can-
didates.
5. Advertising in newspapers to keep general public informed as to
our needs.
6. Listing positions that are open in the Department of E mployment
State Teacher Association, State Department of Education, etc.
We will continue to search for good candidates and strive to bring
quality to our growing school system.
Curriculum:
1 am most happy and proud to acknowledge the significant begin-
nings that have been made in the area of Social Studies. The commit-
tee of teachers and principals, under the direction of Assistant Super-
intendent of Schools Mr. Bernard J. Ellis, have been most enthusiastic.
Their efforts will enable all teachers to have in their possession a
course of study for their particular grade.
Arrangements have also been made to have inservice programs to
upgrade and better understand oar teaching efforts and the curriculum
and the children.
Growth:
This word rather amply describes the School District's great prob-
lem; that of providing enough books, supplies, classrooms and teachers
for the rapidly increasing number of pupils.
The District must again face school construction by authorizing an
addition to the Hood Junior High School. The junior high will house two
classes in the Grinnell School in the school year 1967-68 and at least
two more, or a total of four, in 1968-69. There will also be further
curtailment of the junior high curriculum so that not all pupils will
receive shop, home economics, art and music.
Future Needs:
A. Addition to Hood Junior High
B. Addition to Grinnell School
C. New elementary school
D. Implementation of kindergarten program
Appreciation:
Many individuals and many civic groups and organizations have con-
tinued to aid our boys and girls — the donation of time and the many
other thoughtful measures shown are much appreciated. 1 especially
wish to thank the ladies who volunteer their time to keep our elemen-
tary school libraries manned all of the school day. It is a most impor-
tant phase of our curriculum and their efforts are most appreciated.
Many people make up a school system, each is a most important in-
dividual and one without whom our educational effort would suffer.
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The people in a school system include the school board, teachers,
principals, secretaries, custodians, lunch workers, crossing guards,
nurses, bus operators - to each I extend my appreciation for their ef-





It is my pleasure to hereby submit my second annual report as
Assistant Superintendent of Schools.
The curriculum study committee worked throughout the 1936-67
school year to develop guidelines for a curriculum for fourth grade
social studies. This area was chosen due to lack of material available
on the teaching of New Hampshire. This guide will be presented to the
fourth grade teachers in September of 1967. As a supplement to this
guide a package was prepared for each fourth grade teacher which
consists of a booklet and visual aids material for the teaching of the
units.
The Union office has prepared teacher recruitment booklets, de-
scribing all the towns in this Supervisory Union. These booklets have
been sent to teacher colleges in the eastern half of the United States.
They have been so written as to encourage prospective teachers to
investigate the possibility of teaching in our towns in southern New
Hampshire. A picture portfolio has also been prepared for use by the
Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent showing every school in
the Union - this will be shown to all students we interview on college
campus*.
The S.R.A. Achievement Testing Program, which was under pilot
study during the school year 1966-67, was adopted for the school year
1967-68 in grades three through eight. The results received from these
tests are of the type that will enable the classroom teacher and prin-
cipal to be aware of the strength and weaknesses of each child by the
end of November. With this material at hand the teacher can plan a
program of studies to meet the needs of her particular class.
The school population of Derry is increasing at a rapid rate. The
Hood Junior High School has reached its pupil capacity and plans to use
two classrooms at Grinnell for the school year 1967-68 have been
made. Due to the lack of space in the Home Economics and Industrial
Arts classrooms, it will be necessary to curtail the number of stu-
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dents who will be allowed to take thase two classes. If we are to offer
a comprehensive program at the junior high school level, the addition
to the Hood School should be ready for occupancy by September of
1969. This will enable the junior high school students to be housed m
the Hood Junior High School which will provide more space at the
Grinnell School for the increased elementary enrollment.
1 wish to thank the dedicated principals and teachers for the time


















Perry Normal School 1
Perry Normal School 2
Atlantic Union College 2





















Ball State University 1
Keene State College 1
University of Puerto Rico 2
Glassboro State College 2
St. Joseph's College 3
Suffolk University 3
Keene State College 4
University of New Hampshire 5
Keene State College 5
Keene State College 6







To the Derry School Board and The Superintendent of Schools:
The 1966-67 school year began with an enrollment of 378 compared
to an enrollment of 525 at the same time last year. The enrollment at
the close of this school year was 429, an increase of 51 children. The
14 classrooms were used with the Library maintained in the Girl's
Locker Room.
With the addition of the New Derry Village School, it has again been
necessary to initiate a Redistricting Program similar to the Program
held last year when those children involved were transferred to the
South Range School. Plans have been made to continue monthly Pre-
school Registration periods to assure us a most accurate count and
placement of all first grade children and others.
There have been seven new teachers on the staff this year. The Staff
has been very cooperative and understanding.
The Grinnell PTA has continued to be more than generous and con-
siderate. The contributions towards library and audio-visual materials
has been greatly appreciated. Sincere thanks to those devoted, untiring
workers.
WENH-TV (Channel 11) Educational TV continues to play a part in
our curriculum. Programs are viewed weekly and include:




Grade m Book Parade
Grade IV Our New Hampshire
Grade V & VI New England Field Trips
Exploring Nature
Places In The News
It should be noted that listed among the many Professional meetings
that have taken place during the year, we are now deeply involved in a
Curriculum Study in Social Studies to change and upgrade this Pro-
gram, My thanks to all those who have unselfishly devoted their time
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and energy in this worthy endeavor.
At this point I would like to thank the School Board for their kind-
ness and encouragement in all my undertakings.
1 wish to thank Mrs. Carol Jones^ Elementary Music Supervisor, for
her constancy in the field of music and to compliment her on the or-
ganization of a sixth grade Glee Club.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Henry "Kans" Barrieau
and his able drivers for their responsibiliy in all the facets of School
Transportation; Mr. Gerald Cox, Recreation Director; and the Police
and Highway Departments for their cooperation.
To Mrs. inga Retherford, my secretary, a special thanks for her
cooperation and understanding.
Finally, my thanks to Mr. Robert Dolph, Superintendent; Mr. Bernard
Ellis, Assistant Superintendent; the Administration Staff; the Teaching
Staff: Mrs. Helen Higgins, Reading Consultant; Mrs. Claire Eddy and
Mrs. Madelyn Baker, School Nurses; Miss Linda Gradual, Reading Spe-
cialist; Miss Karen Ma:usik, Speech Therapist; Mrs. Fannie Gleason,
School Librarian; Mrs. Gloria Graham and her Cafeteria Staff; and the
School Custodians for their most helpful cooperation.
RespectfuUy submitted,
Anastas S. Christo, Principal
Floyd School
To the Derry School Board and The Superintendent of Schools:
In September 1966, Floyd School opened with seven classrooms con-
sisting of grades 1 through 4. Two classrooms each were given to grades
1 and 2. One room each was allotted to grade 3 and 4, as well as one mix-
ed class of grades 3 and 4. Average enrollment for the past year has
been 163 students in regular attendance.
New members of the faculty consisted of Mrs. Bouvier, Miss Gregg
and Mrs. Plank. Professional education courses were pursued by sev-
eral members of the staff in addition to participation in curriculum
study in language arts and social studies. Major emphasis this year was
directed toward the revision of social studies. Mrs. Bouvier, Mrs.
Follansbee, Mr. Day and myself, evolved a guiding philosophy for the
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social studies curriculum which was adopted by the steering committee.
Mrs. Barbara Schurman performed her secretarial duties with at-
tentiveness and promptness. The Floyd School personnel want to extend
their appreciation for her assistance in the field of education as she
also exhibited her capabilities as a most able substitute teacher.
A note of thanks to Mrs. Hazel Davis, who served hot lunches to the
children, and to Mr. Raymond Stark, who was responsible for the main-
tenance of the school and its playgrounds. Without their kind assistance,
we would have been found wanting.
Floyd School now exhibits two closed staircases which have enhanced
the interior appearance of the building as well as safe-guarding the at-
tendance unit in case of emergency.
The newly purchased audio-visual equipment has been continuously
utilized throughout the year. Several motion picture films have been
shown to all classes as supplemental material to the formal lessons.
Under the able assistance of Miss Lowrey, Floyd School enjoyed an
exchange library program with South Range School. We are anticipating
another year of her most welcomed services. This coming year several
books, purchased with federal funds, and by the P.T.A. will be cata-
logued and placed on the shelves of the Floyd School library.
m the field of reading, my thanks go out to Mrs. Higgins and her staff
who maintained a rigorous schedule to accomplish their aims. The com-
ing year Avill again find such services an integral part of our schedule.
Another service rendered to Floyd School was that of speech therapy
conducted by a team of specialists who gave individual consultations
whenever needed.
The P.T.A., under the enthusiastic leadership of Mrs. Diamond, has
brought renewed vigor in the pursuit of the goals of this dedicated or-
ganization. My appreciation for steadfast cooperation, and assistance is
directed to the Floyd School P.T.A. Funds were raised through the cal-
endar and May Fair projects. We anticipate another year of P.T.A.
participation under the president-elect, Mrs. Feather.
Mr. Blakslee has given his services to our school in the area of gui-
dance. We owe him many thanks for his professional advice and his at-
tentive ear to our requests,
•A regular physical education program was also started this year at
Floyd School under, the direction of Mr.Madore.This program was vig-
orously pursued by all students in response to the excellent motivation
of this instructor.
1 wish to take this opportunity to thank my faculty, the superinten-
dent's office, the school board, the school nurse, my secretary, the
custodian, the cafeteria staff, the music instructor, parents, and every-
one who has directly or indirectly assisted in the functioning of Floyd




Hood Jr. Hi^h School
To the Deny School Board and the Superintendent of Schools:
Hood School opened its doors to students on September 8 for the 1966-
1967 school year. For the first time in many years only grades seven and
eight were housed in the building. This madepossible significant changes
in both room usage and the program of studies.
Changes in room utilization were as follows:
The Cafeteria was returned to use as a cafeteria after a year's use as
a classroom.
The boys* locker room became a boys' locker room again after a
year's use as a classroom.
The room originally designated as a library became a true library
after several years as a classroom.
The room in the foyer of the gymnasium was used as an Art room
after several years use as a classroom for social studies.
The teachers' room was changed into a guidance room.
The program of studies and additions to the curricula were made in
the following areas:
Boys and girls physical education were offered with full certified in-
structors.
A full time guidance director was added to the staff and proved to be
an invaluable addition.
Full time art instruction was offered students. The significant factor
here being that 67% of students required to take it this year elected to
take art for the upcoming schooly year.
The library facilities were in constant use. We had a minimal num-
ber of books but all of what we had was used for research and reading
for pleasure. It should be mentioned here that it is an absolute neces-
sity for expenditure of funds in this area in> order to help prepare and
train students in work with library facilities.
Teachers new to the Hood School faculty this year were Mrs. Arlene
Bathgate and Mr. Robert Elliott in the English Department, Mrs. Hilda
McNally and Mr. James Madore in the physical education department,
Mr. Gerald Beauregard in industrial arts and Mr. Mitchell Dirsa in
science.
Returning this year after a years leave of absence was Mr. Robert
Blakslee as director of guidance.
Mrs. Barbara Perry became the art supervisor and instructor.
School came to a close on June 16th with graduation exercises being
held at Grinnell School.
With the influx of population in this area it is going to be of prime
importance that consideration be given to an addition to Hood School
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in the immediate future.
I would like to thank the faculty and staff of Hood School, the staff
at the Superintendent's office, Mr. Dolph and Mr. Ellis and the Derry





To the Derry School Board and the Superintendent of Schools:
The 1966-1967 school year began with an enrollment of 40 pupils in
two classrooms. This increased by 2 during the year.
I wish to thank Mrs. Barbara Blunt, Grade I, and Mrs. Alys Hors-
fall, Grade II, for cooperating so readily and efficiently with me.






With the closing of the Village School, all books and materials donat-
ed in the past will be transferred to the New Village School. The new
school is expected to open this September with at least 17 of the 20
classrooms in use.
1 wish to thank the P.T.O. for their assistance at parties and during
field trips and for their donation of materials, time and energy. It was
a pleasure to meet with such an energetic group.
My sincere thanks to Mr. Lawrence Ingalls, school custodian.
Finally I wish to reiterate my thanks to the same people mentioned
in the Grinnell School Report for their assistance and cooperation in
the affairs of the Derry Village School.
Respectfully submitted,
Anastas S. Christo, Principal
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South Rangre School
To the Derry School Board and the Superintendent of Schools:
In September, 1966 the newly built South Range School opened its
doors to a capacity enrollment of 555 students. The faculty and student
body adjusted rather rapidly to the new facilities with its strange but
pleasant surroundings. During the early fell the new procedures and
routines were implemented and revised to better accommodate a more
efficient learning atmosphere.
With many new teachers located in the new building and with the aid
of experienced feculty members a concentrated in-service program
was initiated through demonstration teaching, after school workshops,
faculty meetings, teacher conferences and the opportinity to view se-
lected teaching situations to better provide the new teachers with
proven ideas, sound philosophy, and better teaching techniques. This
proved very rewarding as we witnessed the fine professional develop-
ment of many of our new teachers.
The sixth grade initiated semi-departmentalization in the areas of
math, social studies and English. This too, proved fruitful to the
teachers concerned and to the students in particular.
The school can be right proud of its Curriculum Resource Center
under the very capable direction of librarian director, Miss Ann Low-
ery, assisted by Mrs. Ruth Varney and the many P.T.A. parents who
donated their time and energy in support of this program.
Recognition should also go to Mrs. Ethel Cole and her fine support-
ing staff of officers for a job well done in our first year in the South
Range P.T.A.
This year saw the professional growth of many of our teachers in
taking educational courses, attending after school workshops and even
forfeiting vacation time to attend school readiness programs.
At this time I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the
feculty staff for their help and support. I have seen some very fine
teaching among them. A special thank you to my secretary, Mrs. Ole-
son, for her untiring efforts handled in a most efficient and helpful man-
ner. Certainly, I must mention the wonderful assistance and coopera-
tion from Mr. Robert Blakslee.lt has been aprivilege working with such
a dedicated and courageous educator as he.
Finally, to the teaching staff, custodians, school nurse, cafeteria
workers, bus drivers and last but not leasit myfellow principals a sin-
cere thanks for their helpfulness and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
Oliver J. Chatfield, Principal
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Reading Program
To the Derry School Board and the Superintendent of Schools:
Title I Federal Government Grant again authorized funds for the
school year 1965-1966 for the improvement of reading instruction. The
remedial reading program was extended with the financial support de-
rived through such aid. Services were implemented to 145 children by
Miss Linda Gradual, a fully accredited remedial reading teacher and
Mrs. Judith Pendergast, a part time tutor in coordination with the
reading consultant.
The third summer reading clinic was scheduled for five weeks. This
program was designated for all pupils who were in need of corrective
reading. All five teachers selected to teach in this program were mas-
ter teachers. As in former years this remedial reading program in-
cluded all children in the public schools as well as St. Thomas.
In-service sessions were scheduled with all classroom teachers.
Meetings with selected groups were organized in a variety of ways
such as divisions in the primary area, grade groupings 1-3, i2-4, 3-5,
4-6, depending upon the needs of the school. Effective organization of
resources was made possible through the leadership of such people as
follows:
Doctor Donald D, Durrell, professor, Boston University, a noted,
world wide authority in reading met with teachers in grades 4-6 and
demonstrated with children at 5th grade level in a lesson using mul-
tiplicity of ideas and self correcting devices.
Dr. Helen Murphy, professor, Boston University and reading con-
sultant, Wellesley, Massachusetts demonstrated to primary teachers
efficiency in learning at second grade level in phrase reading, phonics
and individual assignments.
Dr. Richard Chambers, assistant professor, Boston University at-
tended a general meeting on Language Arts. He lectured to the group on
Reading Curriculum.
Miss G. Margaret Wilson, consultant for Charles B. Merrill Co.,
introduced the teaching of linguistics in Grade I to a group of teachers
grades 1-3. She also developed a third grade literature lesson to a
group of teachers and administrators.
Miss Jane Page, consultant, Scott-Foresman Co. has spoken at meet-
ings on materials, observed in classes, and encouraged better teach-
ing practices.
Seminars always follow in-service programs of this nature in order
that everyone is given opportunity for growth.
Parents were invited to group meetings at the individual schools to
meet the remedial teacher and the consultant. Understanding of aims.
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purposes and responsibilities in the teaching of reading is most val-
uable.
Progress was noted through the summarization of results taken from
standardized achievement tests. This testing program was a recog-
nized part of the evaluation presented to the Federal Government.
Scores were presented to the Derry School Board in June, 1966.
' Again, it is my pleasure to be associatedwith the administration. Mr.
Robert Dolph, the Superintendent of Schools, Mr. Bernard Ellis, Assis-
tant Superintendent of Schools, and the Principals, Mr. Anastas Chris-






To The Derry School Board and the Superintendent of Schools:
A speech Therapy Program lias been organized and instituted with
Title I Federal Government Funds provided for Supervisory Union No.
10 in elementary schools of Auburn, Derry, Londonderry and Windham.
This program has been in existence since February, 1966 and until
June of last year, five graduate students of Speech Pathology were
employed oh a part-time basis for this School Union. Durii^ this time
approximately 100 children were seen for one-half hour weekly in a
small group or individual session.
A seven week summer program foUohved providing more extensive
service for the children and allowing considerable parent participation.
Approximately 40 children attended, usually twice to three times week-
ly.
The program has continued for the 1966-1967 school year but because
funds have not been available, a full day of this program has been elim-
inated. More extensive services are now needed in these areas as the






Two nurse-teachers serviced six schools during the year 1966-67.
Five public schools and one parochial school. The total enrollment be-
ing 1814.
In September we started our health program by having physical exams
for the 7th grade students at Hood Memorial Junior High. Dr. William
Wilder, M.D. was the attending physician, 118 pupils were examined:
6 referred. Those who did not wish to take advantage of this service
at school were requested to have an examination by a physician of their
choice. Parents were urged to realize the importance of regular physical
'exams and to cooperate in this part of our school health program.
The Grinnell School and Floyd School P.T.A. again sponsored the
dental clinic. Dr. Francis Kheriaty and Dr. Rolfe Banister were the
attending dentists. 74 children were examined: 170 fillings were done.
During the month of February the State Dental Hygienist visited all of
our classrooms grades 1-6. Appropriate films were shown to different
age groups. The Crest tooth brushing kits were distributed to the third
grade pupils and dental work books were given to the second grade
pupils. Dr. Francis Kheriaty visited Grinnell School Classrooms during
Dental Health Week, speaking to the children about correct oral care.
This year a new health program "Personal Hygiene for Girls" was
initiated in the Junior High School in conjunction with the girls physical
education program.
Again this year the first grade pupils in all schools viewed the Health
Program Series on Educational TV (Channel 11) "All About You".
This program is excellent and plays an important part in the Primary
Health Curriculum,
In April, Tuberculosis testing was done in grades 1, 3, 5 and 8. 873
were tested. The Chest X-Ray clinic was held at Grinnell School in May.
171 children and adults were x-rayed.
Pre-School Clinic registration was held in April for three days. At
that time 209 registered for first grade.
Vision and Hearing testing was done throughout the year.
Vision - All grades, 87 pupils referred; 79 received treatment
Hearing - Grades 1, 3, 5, 8, 20 pupils referred: 18 received treat-
ment
We had very few reportable communicable disease cases this year
which is quite unusual. Absenteeism was very low.
Again we would like to extend our sincere appreciation for the coop-
eration that we have received throughout the year from the Superinten-
dent, Administrative staff, principals, teaching staf^ secretaries, cus-
todians, local doctors, dentists, organizations and parents.





The following tabulation shows the enrollment in the Derry








1234 5 678 Spec Total
56 43 34 22 155
43 36 34 22 36 20 - - - 191
97 81 88 86 62 66 - - - 480
93 71 70 76 88 89 - - - 487
152 159 - 311
298 231 226 206 186 175 152 159 - 1624
ENROLLMENT IN HIGH SCHOOL
1967-1968
The following tabulation shows the number of high school pupils by grade
and the tuition rate :
9th 10th nth 12th Total Tuition Rate











On Friday evening, June 16, 1967, Graduation exercises were held for
















C assidy, Mary Jane
Chabot, Claire
Charland, Leon WiUiam



































































































































state Tax Comm. Finding's
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire
SUMMAEY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
October 17, 1967
The School Board
Derry Cooperative School District
Derry, New Hampshire
Gentlemen:
Submitted herewith is the report of an examination and audit of the
accounts of the Derry Cooperative School District for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1967, which was made by this Division in accordance
with your request. Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of
the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records
of the School Board and the School District Treasurer.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets (General Fund): June 30, 1966-June 30, 1967
(Exhibit A-1)
Comparative Balance Sheets (General Fund) as of June 30, 1966
and June 30, 1967, are presented in Exhibit A-1. As indicated therein,
the Net Debt increased by $661,726.03 during the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1967.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit B)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the School District
during the fiscal year is made inExhibits, with iie factors which caus-
ed the change indicated therein.
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Comparative Balance Sheets - Building Fund Accounts: (Exhibit A-2)
Comparative Balance Sheets of the Building Fund Accounts as of June
30, 1966 and June 30, 1967, are presented in Exhibit A-2. As indicated
therein, the Unappropriated Surplus as of June 30, 1967, amounted to
$31,405.06. This represents accrued interest and premiums on bond
issues and interest derived from investments of bond funds. It may be
used for Building Fund purposes only if specifically authorized by vote
of the School District.
Comparative Statements of AppropriationsandExpenditures—Estimated
and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits C & D)
Comparative statements of appropriations and e3q)enditures, estimat-
ed and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1967, are
presented in Exhibits C and D. As indicated by the Budget Summary
(Exhibit D), a revenue surplus of $17,693.27, plus a net unexpended bal-
ance of appropriations of $25,383.45, resulted in a net budget surplus
of $43,076.72.
Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit E)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1967, made up in accordance with the uniform classifi-
cation of accounts, is included in Exhibit E. Proof of the Treasurer's
balance as of June 30, 1967, is indicated in Exhibit F.
Buildii^ Fund Accounts: (Exhibit G)
A statement showing the activity in the South Range School and Derry
Village School Building Fund Accounts during the fiscal year is pre-
sented in Exhibit G.
School Lunch Program Account: (Exhibit H)
A statement of the School Lunch Program account for the fiscal year
is included in Exhibit H.
School Tax Account: (Exhibit I)
A statement of the School Tax account with the Town of Derry is pre-
sented in Exhibit I. As indicated therein, as of June 30, 1967, the School
District had received from the Town the total amount of the 1966-67
School Tax of $1,012,619.13. A prepayment of the 1966-67 tax in the
amount of $35,557.20 had already been received prior to July 1, 1966,
and the balance of $977,061.93 was received during the 1966-67 fiscal
year.
Statement of Long Term Debt: (Jlxhibit J)
A statement of the outstanding long term indebtedness of the School
District as of June 30, 1967, showing annual debt service requirements,
is contained in Exhibit J.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Current (Deficit) or Surplus:
The current financial condition of the School District changed from
a current deficit (excess of current liabilities over total assets) of
$7,697.25, to a current surplus (excess of total assets over current lia-
bilities) of $28,076.72, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1967, as
shown herewith:
June 30, 1966 June 30, 1967
Total Assets 12,802.78 33,635.71
Current Liabilities 20,500.03 5,^58.99
Current (Deficit) or Surplus 7,697.25 28,076.72
Recommendations:
The Treasurer should maintain a separate cash book for the Build-
ing Fund accounts, indicating therein all receipts and expenditures per-
taining to the Building Fund.
The Treasurer should also adopt the use of the standard form of
Note, Bond and Coupon Register, in accordance with the provisions of
R.S.A. 33:12.
Conclusions:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require that the
summary of findings and recommendations (letter oftransmittal) of this
report shall be published in the next annual report of the School District.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Derry Cooperative
School District and the office staff for their assistance during the
course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
Harold G. Fowler, Director






Stephen D. Plodzik, Accountant
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EXfflBIT E
DERRY COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1967
RECEIPTS
Federal Aid:
M.D.E.A. -Title III $ 2,900.73
N.D.E.A. -Title V 2,100.00
National School Lunch
Program 11,679.16





E.S.E.A. -Title I-Relmbursement 259.35
Total Receipts from all
Sources 1,312.678.18








Ma.'.ntenance of Plant 12,924,57
Fixed Charges:













DERRY COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Summary of Treasurer's Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended Jme 30, 1967
Balance - July 1, 1966
Receipts During Year
Expenditures During Year







Balance in the First National Bank, Derry -
Per Statement June 30, 1967
Less: Outstanding Ciiecks






DERRY COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Statement of Building Fund Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1967
South Range Deray Village
School School
Balance - July 1, 1966
Proof of Balance
South Range Dorry Village
School School
Balance in the First
National Bank, Derry - Per
Statement June 22, 1967 20,711.96
Balance In the First
National Bank, Derry - Per
Statement June 27, 1967 12,706.91
Less Outstanding Checks lf279.15
Balance 11,427.76
Certificates of Doposits:




Reconciled Balance - iune
30, 1967 20,711.96 845,566.38
EXfflBIT H
DERRY COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Statement of School Lunch Program and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1967
Balance - July 1, 1966 955.75
Receipts:
Expenditures:





Balance - June 30, 1967 2,244.04
Proof of Balance
Balance in the First
National Bank, Derry -
Per Statement June 26,
1967 2,914.56
Less: Outstanding Checks 670.52
Reconciled Balance - June 30,
1967 2,244.04
EXHIBIT A-1
DERRY COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRJ.Ct
Comparative Balance Sheets - General Fund
As of June 30, 1966 and June 30, 1967





Accounts Owed to District:
U.S. Government:
a/c E.S.E.A,-Title I Funds
Total Assets
Net Debt
























Total Liabilities & Surplus 369,413.23 380.614.34
(#) Includes accrued interest & premiums on sale of Bond Issues &
interest earned on investments of surplus funds.
C) Overdraft on construction appropriation a/c South Range School.
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This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts
and records of the Derry Cooperative School District for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1967. In our opinion, the Exhibits included herewith
reflect the true financial condition of the School District on June 30,










Stephen D, Plodzik, Accountant
SCHOOL TREASURER
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For The
Fiscal Year July 1, 1966 to June 30, 1967
Cash on Hand July 1, 1966
(Treasurer's bank balance) 11,647.03
Received from Selectmen
Total Amount Available
for Fiscal Year 1,324,525.21
Less School Board Orders
Paid 1,298,076.01






Tiiis is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school
district of Derry Cooperative School District of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1987 and find them






Treasurer's Report - July 1, 1966 to June 15, 1967
Receipts:




Federal Aid Agriculture 2,399.99
Federal Aid Home Ec, 559.90
Lunch Program 100.00
Farm Incom? 3,742.86
Driver Training State Aid 140.00
Scholarships 320.00







Class 1966 Gift 200.00
First National Bank Gift 200.00





























15 Year Loan Amortization 50,800.00
Bank Loan 20,000.00
Annuity, Mrs. Rider 1,200.00
W?.ste Removal 690.00
Certificate of Deposits 165,000.00





Shepaxd Travel Fund 500.00
Depreciation Reserve Fund 30,000.00
Sundry 540.77
Total Expenditures 659,809.99
Cash Balance June 15, 1967 49.891.75
Total 709,701.74
Certificate of Dep. 7/3/67 50,000.00
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